Session 1

Cd: C001 One.
Mh: (T1) I can count one fat juicy green melon.
Cd: C002 Two.
Mh: (T2) I can count two, (T3) two elephants in the zoo.
Mh: What's this number?
Cd: C004 Three.
Mh: (T4) I can count three, (T5) three furry kittens in a tree.
Cd: C005 Four.
Mh: (T6) I can count four, (T7) four carol singers at the door.
Mh: Next number?
Cd: C007 Five.
Mh: (T8) I can count five, (T9) five bees buzzing around the hive.
Cd: C008 There's a bee
Cd: C009 and there's a bee.
Mh: What's the next number?
Cd: C011 Six.
Mh: (T10) I can count six, (T11) six bright coloured alphabet bricks.
Cd: C012 Seven.
Mh: (T12) I can count seven, (T13) seven children in the garden.
Cd: C013 Eight.
Mh: (T14) I can count eight, (T15) eight ponies looking over the gate.
Cd: C014 Nine.
Mh: (T16) I can count nine, (T17) nine soldiers standing in a line.
Cd: C015 Ten.
Mh: (T18) I can count ten, (T19) ten sheep in the farmer's pen.

Session 2

Mh: M001 (T1) The dog eats?
Cd: C002 Meat.
Mh: M003 (T2) The cat loves to drink?
Cd: C004 Milk.
Mh: M005 (T3) The horse likes to eat fresh?
Cd: C006 Grass.
Mh: M007 (T4) The cow is eating?
Cd: C008 Hay.
Mh: M009 (T5) The pig is eating?
Cd: C010 I don't know.
Cd: C011 Turnips.
Session 3

The Little Aeroplane.

This is a little aeroplane.

Tom has the aeroplane.

This is a big aeroplane.

Tom and Betty see the big aeroplane.

The Baby Doll.

This is a baby doll.

Pamela has the doll.

The Kitten.

This is a kitten.

The kitten jumps in the pram.
(T1) Hello. (T2) My name is Emily (T3) and this is my dog Clifford. (T4) A boy named Tim lives across the street. (T5) One day Tim said, "I try to do a good deed every day. (T6) If I had Clifford (T7) I could help a lot of people. (T8) Let’s do some good deeds together. (T9) A man was raking leaves. (T10) We wanted to help him put the leaves back in the truck. (T11) I didn’t know that dry leaves would make Clifford sneeze.

M001 Wow look at that.
M002 All the leaves are going everywhere.
(T12) The man said *he didn’t need any more help.
*Sneeze.
Cd: C003

(Mh: (T13) We went down the street. (T14) We saw a lady painting her fence. (T15) We helped her paint her fence. (T16) When she finished (T17) she thanked us. (T18) Clifford felt so happy that he wagged his tail. (T19) That was a mistake. (T20) We said we would help her paint her house. (T21) The lady said, "Never mind." (T22) Then we saw an old lady trying to get her kitten down from the tree. (T23) Tim said, "Clifford, get the kitty." (T24) Clifford bent down the limb (T25) so the lady could reach her kitten. (T26) But his paw slipped.

M004 Wow where are they going?
(T27) Clifford moves pretty fast for a big dog.
(T28) The lady was so glad to have her kitten back.
(IT1) I didn’t (T29) it didn’t take us long to find our next good deed to do. (T30) Somebody had let the air out of the tyre of a car. (T31) The man asked if we could help him. (T32) Tim took the rubber tube out of the car (IT2) and stuffed the tyre valve (T33) stuck it to the tyre valve. (T34) Then he told Clifford to blow air through the tube. (T35) Clifford blew, (T36) but he blew a little too hard.

Cd: C005 Bust!

Mh: M006 Yes it popped.

(T37) Then the man felt better (T38) when we took his car to the garage. (T39) We saw a little paper boy. (T40) He was so little that he couldn’t throw the newspapers to the doorstep. (T41) Clifford gave him a hand, (T42) I mean a paw. (T43) Clifford was a little too strong. (T44) Nothing seemed to go right for us. (T45) All our good deeds were turning out wrong. (T46) Then we saw a terrible thing.

(T47) A man was hurt. (T48) He was lying on the street (T49) and nobody was helping him. (T50) Tim said, "You should never move an injured person." (T51) Clifford didn’t hear (T52) so he picked up the man (IT3) and started to find (T53) started off to find the doctor. (T54) Oh dear! (T55) We helped the man get the cable back down the manhole. (T56) Tim said, "Clifford, maybe you shouldn’t help people anymore".

M007 They keep doing the wrong things, don’t they?
They keep doing the wrong things. (T57) Clifford felt very sad. (T58) He had tried so hard (T59) to do the right things. (T60) He headed for home. (T61) Suddenly he heard somebody shout "HELP! (T62) FIRE!". (T63) The house on the corner was on fire.

Mum, that says ... 'fire'.

(T64) Tim ran to the alarm box (T65) and called a fire department. (T66) Clifford ran to the burning house. (T67) There were two kids upstairs. (T68) Clifford with Clifford's help we got them out safely. (T69) Luckily there was a swimming pool in the yard. (T70) Clifford put out the fire all by himself.

Wasn't he a good dog?
Session 1

Mh: Elephant.
Cd: C001 No, it's not baggy.
Mh: M002 He's not baggy?
Cd: C003 No,
IC01 he his walk's ah
Mh: (T1) A happy little elephant was dancing through the jungle. (T2) He thought he was dancing beautifully. (T3) One two three, kick (T4) but whenever he went one two three (T5) his big feet pounded (T6) so that they shook the whole jungle (T7) and << >> he kicked over a tree or a bush <<(T8) whenever he went kick>>
M004 See the bush goin' over?
Cd: C005 Yes.
Mh: *(T9) The little elephant
Cd: C006 *Mum
C007 Mum, that's the jungle?
Mh: M008 Yeah.
The little elephant danced along (T10) leaving wreckage behind him (T11) until one day he met a parrot. (T12) "Why are you shaking the jungle all to pieces?" cried the parrot, (T13) who had never before seen an elephant. (T14) "What kind of animal are you anyway?"
Cd: (INAUDIBLE)
C009 *Mum, that's the bush.
Mh: *The little
Mh: M010 Yeah.
(T15) The little elephant said, "I don't know what kind of animal I am. (T16) I live all alone in the jungle. (T17) I dance (T18) and I kick (T19) and I call myself Sookey. (T20) It's a good sounding name (T21) and it fits me, don't you think? *"Maybe"
Cd: C011 *He's not Sookey.
Mh: M012 He's not Sookey?
Cd: C013 He's Buckets.
Mh: (T22) "Maybe," answered the parrot. (T23) "But << >> it's the only thing that does fit you <<(T24) if it does. (T25) Your ears are too big for you (T26) and your nose is a way too big for you (T27) and your skin is much, much too big for you. (T28) It's baggy and saggy. (T29) You should call yourself Saggy Baggy." (T30) *Sookey sighed
Cd: IC02
Mh: C014 Sookey (INAUDIBLE)
(T31) His pants did look pretty wrinkled. (T32) "I'd be glad to improve myself," he said, (T33) "but I don't know how to go about it. (T34) What shall I do?"
Cd: C015 I've got a bean bag.
"I can't tell you. I've never saw anything like you in all my life," replied the parrot.

The little elephant tried to smooth out his skin. He rubbed it with his trunk.

That did no good. He pulled up his pants leg but they fell right back into dozens of wrinkles.

It was very disappointing and the parrot's saucy laugh didn't help a bit. Just then a tiger came walking along. He was a beautiful sleek tiger. His fit skin fit him like a glove. Sookey rushed up to him and said

"Tiger, please tell me why your skin fits so perfect. The parrot says mine is all baggy and saggy and I do want it to make it ... mine fit me like yours." The tiger didn't care a fig about Sookey's troubles but he did feel flattered and important and he did feel like a little mite hungry. "My skin always did fit," said the Tiger. "Maybe it's because I take a lot of exercise. But," added the Tiger, "I shall be delighted to nibble a few of those extra pounds of skin off you if you don't care for exercise." I think I can thank you, Sookey, I love exercise. Just watch me. Sookey ran until he was well beyond reach.

See the ... *tiger.

*Mm... That's the tiger.

He's what's he doing there?

Drinking.

Then he did somersaults and rolled on his back. He walked on his hind legs and he walked on his front legs. When Sookey wandered down to the river to get a big drink of water, he met the parrot. *He say,"EEEEEE"!

The parrot laughed harder than ever. "I tried exercising," sighed the little elephant. "Now I don't know what to do." "Soak in the water the way the crocodile does," laughed the parrot. "Maybe your skin will shrink." So Sookey tramped straight into the water.

What's that?
But a great big crocodile came swimming up, before he had soaked nearly long enough to shrink his skin (snapping his fierce jaws and looking greedily at Sookey's tender ears. The dear little elephant clambered up the bush and ran away.

*Mum, that that's not the bush, that's the elephant's house.*

Yeah.

feeling very discouraged. "I'd better hide in a dark place where my bags and sags and creases and wrinkles won't show," he said. By and by he found a deep, dark cave and with a heavy sigh he tramped inside and sat down.

Suddenly he heard a fierce growling and grumbling and snarling.

He peeped out of the cave.

*Growl!*

and saw a lion paddling down the path.

"I'm hungry," roared the lion.

*I'm hungry.*

"I haven't had a thing to eat today. Not a thing except a thin, boney antelope and a punky monkey. And a buffalo. But such a tough one. And two turtles. But you can't count turtles. There's nothing much to eat between those saucers they wear for clothes. I'm hungry. I could eat an elephant. And he began to pad right towards the dark cave.

He had the he had eat elephants.

where the little elephant was hidden.

"This is the end of me, sags, bags, wrinkles and all," thought Sookey.

He's wrinkled.

And he let out one last trumpeting bellow. Just as he did the jungle was filled with terrible crashing and a awful stomping. A whole herd of great grey wrinkled elephants came charging up and the big hungry lion jumped up in the air and turned around and ran away as fast as he could go. Sookey peered out of the cave and all the big elephants smiled at him. Sookey thought they were the most beautiful creatures he had ever seen.

That's not Sookey.

that's an elephant.

Look, there's the big elephants.

"I wish I looked just like you," he said. "You do," grinned the big elephants. "You're a perfectly dainty little elephant." And that made Sookey so happy that he began to dance.
one, two, three, kick through the jungle with all those big brave friendly elephants behind him. The saucy parrot watched them dance. But this time he didn't laugh, not even to himself. That's all the elephants.

Session 2

Mh: (T1) Sport Goofy and the Racing Robot. (T2) The crowd was on their feet (T3) and cheering. (T4) The news photographers were snapping pictures. (T5) With a late burst of speed Sport Goofy had won the race.

Cd: C001 See ... see the camera?
Mh: M002 Where's the other camera?
Cd: C003 What a great athlete Sport Goofy is," shouted a fan. (T7) "He runs like the wind," exclaimed another. "But there *was a"
Mh: M004 *What's that, Mum?*
Cd: C005 He's a bad man.
(18) But there was one spectator who hadn't come to cheer (T9) for Sport Goofy to win. (T10) His name was Big Bad Pete (T11) and he was a crook. (T12) Pete watched (IT1) with a ... (T13) while the mayor awarded Sport Goofy a *trophy.

Mh: M006 *Mum, that's Goofy **doing that.*
Cd: C007 **There's Sport Goofy up there.
Mh: M008 What's that picture of?
Cd: C009 Oh that's just the dog.
Mh: C010 Oh.

(14) Then the mayor handed Sport Goofy a cheque for a great deal of money. (T15) "That's the last prizemoney Sport Goofy is going to win," Pete muttered to himself. (T16) "Next time I'll be the one who'll collect the cheque." (T17) With that Pete stomped away. (T18) The mayor wanted to make a long speech. (T19) But Sport Goofy quickly excused himself. (T20) "I have some errands to run," said Sport Goofy. (T21) And he went on his way. (T22) First Sport Goofy went to the bank (T23) and cashed his cheque. (T24) Next he dashed into a store (T25) where he bought racquets and bats and balls. (T26) After that he raced all the way across town.

Cd: C011 Look at all the...the ball.
Mh: M012 What's that?
Cd: C013 A tennis.
Mh: M014 What's that?
Cd: C015 A tennis. (SHOUTS)
Mh: M016 Tennis racquet.
Cd: C017 Tennis racquet.
Mh: C018 (T27) He stopped running (T28) when he arrived at the orphanage. (T29) "Look what I have for you," he said to the boys and girls. (T30) The children's
eyes always brightened with joy (T31) when Sport Goofy came to visit them. (T32) He was their best friend. (T33) Each and every child thanked Sport Goofy for the equipment. (T34) The Director of the Orphanage also thanked him. (T35) "There's another race next week."

Cd:  C018 He tipped that off him.
Mh:  M019 Oh is that off?
     M020 It's his helmet.
Cd:  C021 No,
     C022 that's Goofy's helmet.
Mh:  M023 Oh.
     (T36) Sport Goofy told them, "If I win the prizemoney again (T37) I'm going to buy that field over there for you children. (T38) Then you'll have lots of room to run and play."
     (T39) In the meantime Big Bad Pete was planning *something
     Cd:  C024 *No,
     C025 that's Goofy's house.
     Mh:  M026 No,
     M027 that's Big Bad Pete's house.
        very dishonest. (T40) He was putting together a robot. (T41) When it was completed (T42) Pete was going to enter it in the race against Sport Goofy. (T43) "My robot will look as much like a real person," snarled Pete to himself, (T44) "it will fool everybody." (T45) A week later the runners arrived at the track. (T46) Once again crowds of people came to watch Sport Goofy run. (T47) Everyone was glad to see Sport Goofy. (T48) They didn't pay any attention to the new runner that Pete had entered. (T49) "His name is Zippy,"
     M028 See Zippy?
     Pete told the entry judge. (T50) While the runners were lining up (T51) to begin the race (T52) Pete hid behind a nearby fence. (T53) He who wanted to be sure no-one saw him pressing the buttons on the control unit that would make his robot run.
     M029 See that?
     M030 He's goin' to make that one run.
     M031 It's a robot.
     Cd:  C032 My robot don't run.
     Mh:  C032 The starter gave the signal (T55) and whoosh, (T56) the athletes were off and running. (T57) Sports Goofy had a determined look on his face. (T58) He was thinking of the children in the orphanage. (T59) "I have to win this race (T60) so I can buy that playing field for them," he thought.
     (T61) Looking out from his hiding place (T62) Pete began to worry. (T63) Sport Goofy was running further ahead of the Zippy the Robot with every step. (T64) Before long the runners were nearing the finish line. (T65) "No you don't Sport Goofy," growled Pete. (T66) He pressed the extra fast button on his control unit (T67) and Zoom! (T68) Zippy streaked ahead (T69) and won the race.
     M033 See Zippy won the race?
Sports Goofy felt sad. Losing the race meant he would not be able to buy the playing field for his friends. Still he congratulated the winner for he was always a good sport. The Mayor also shook hands with Zippy and said, "Here's your trophy and and here's your cheque." At that very instant Pete appeared and rudely snatched the cheque from the Mayor's hand. "I'll take that," he growled, "I'm his manager." There was a reason for Pete to hurry. He had made his flimsy Robot run extra fast and now he was afraid it would begin falling apart.

See the trophy? Grabbing hold of Zippy's hand Pete started to run. Suddenly puffs of smoke came out of the robot's ears.

A spring inside the robot snapped and ping! Its head flew off. Everybody's grasped in surprise. "That isn't a person," said the Mayor, "it's a robot." As more pieces of Zippy began dropping Pete let go of the robot and tried to flee with the trophy and the cheque. The Mayor stepped in front of him. "Oh no you don't, you scoundrel," he said.

See?

Robots don't belong in races with people," said the Mayor. "That's cheating." The Mayor took the trophy and cheque from Big Bad Pete and gave it to Sport Goofy. "You're the rightful winner," he declared. Whenever I cheat I get caught," Pete grumbled. The day after the race Sports Goofy kept his promise. He bought the playing field with his prize money.

See the playing field?

That's a boy...that's a girl.

Is that a girl?

Where's the boy?

There.

"The boys and girls will get a lot of good exercise now," said Sports Goofy to the director of the orphanage. The director nodded in agreement.

*Who
drew them, Mum?

I don't know.

You are truly the best friend a child could ever have, Sport Goofy," he said.
Pigs. (T1) Once upon a time three little pigs left their mother's home (T2) and went out into the world. (T3) One was a lively little pig, (T4) who liked to dance, (T5) and one was a happy little pig, (T6) who liked to sing, (T7) and one was a smart little pig, (T8) who remembered that the wolf was always about.

(T9) Soon the little pigs met a peddler, (T10) hauling straw. (T11) The first little pig said "Please *Sir"

*That's straw

and that's sticks.

"Please, Sir, give me some straw (T12) so I can build a house." (T13) The peddler gave him some straw, (T14) and the little pig built his house. (T15) But straw is flimsy, (T16) so the little house was not sturdy. (T17) The second little pig waited (T18) until a peddler hauling sticks came along. (T19) "Please Sir," he said, "give me some sticks (T20) so I can build a wooden house." (T21) The peddler gave him some sticks, (T22) and the second little pig built a house. (T23) But soon (T24) but some of the sticks came loose. (T24) The new little house almost tumbled down.

(T25) The third little pig waited (T26) until a peddler hauling bricks came along. (T27) Then he said, "Please Sir, give me some bricks (T28) so I can build a house." (T29) The peddler gave him some bricks.

*Mummy

(T30) The third little pig built a strong brick house. (T31) It had a thick door and a big chimney. (T32) The three little pigs had just finished their houses (T33) and moved in (T34) when along came a hungry wolf. (T35) He stopped at the door of the straw house (T36) and called "Little pig! Little pig! (T37) Let me come in!" (T38) "Not by the hair of *my chinny chin chin*,

*my chinny chin chin

cried the little pig. (T39) "Then I'll huff," roared the wolf, (T40) "and I'll puff (T41) and I'll blow your house in." (T42) And he huffed, (T43) and he puffed, (T44) and he did blow the straw house in. (T45) But he puffed so hard that he blew the little pig right to the door of the wooden house. (T46)
The second little pig opened the door (T47) and let his brother in.

M015 See the two little pigs in there?

Cd: IC01 Mum, that's your so

C016 That's yours?

Mh: (T48) The wolf hurried to the wooden house (T49) and called "Little pig! Little pig! (T50) Let me come in!"

Cd: C017 No!

C018 Silly, silly thing!

Mh: (T51) "Not by the hair of my *chinny chin chin"

Cd: C019 *chinny chin chin.

Mh: cried the little pig. (T52) "Then I'll huff, (T53) *and I'll puff, (T54) and I'll blow your house in," roared the wolf.

Cd: C020 *and I'll puff,

C021 and I'll blow your house in"

C022 roared the wolf.

Mh: (T55) Then he huffed, (T56) *and he puffed,

Cd: C023 *and he puffed

(C024 (T57) and he *did blow the stick house in.

Mh: (T58) But he puffed so hard that he blew the two little pigs right to the door of the brick house. (T59) The third little pig opened the door (T60) and let his brothers in. (T61) The wolf scurried to the brick house (T62) and called "Little pig! Little pig! (T63) Let me come in!" (T64) "Not by the hair of my chinny chin chin," cried the little pig. (T65) "Then I'll huff, (T66) and I'll puff (IT2) and I'll

Cd: IC02 No you

Mh: blow

Cd: C025 no you doin' the walls

C026 because the wolf's climbing in

C027 and the pig's up in bed.

Mh: M028 Yeah.

Cd: C029 And he that little pig made him (?that burned the house).

Mh: M030 Oh.

(T67) And I'll blow your house in," roared the wolf. (T68) He huffed, (T69) and puffed (T70) and huffed (T71) and huffed (T72) but he could not blow in that sturdy little brick house. (T73) At last he gave up. (T74) "Come with me tomorrow morning at eight o'clock," he called, (T75) "and I'll show you Mr. Smith's fine turnip field." (T76) The next morning the smart little pig got up at *seven o'clock

Cd: C031 *Turn the page, you

Mh: silly billo.

(T77) He hurried to the field (T78) and pulled some turnips (T79) and then he skipped back home again. (T80) At eight o'clock the wolf came to the house. (T81) "Are you ready to go to the turnip field, little pig?" he called, (T82) smacking his lips. (T83) "Oh, I went an hour ago," answered the little pig. (T84) "Smell my juicy turnips cooking!" (T85) Now the wolf was angry at being tricked (T86) but he
tried not to show it. (T87) "Well then," he said kindly, "come with me tomorrow morning at seven o'clock (T88) and I will show you the big apple tree in Merry Garden".

Cd: C032 There's the apple tree.
Mh: M033 Yeah.

Cd: C034 Look at all the apples.
Mh: M035 See the wolf chasing the apples?

(T89) The next morning the little pig got up at six o'clock (T90) and hurried to the tree. (T91) He climbed it (T92) and was picking a basket of apples (T93) when the wolf came to the tree. (T94) "Are the apples ripe?" called the wolf. (T95) "Yes," said the smart little pig, (T96) "I will throw you one down to you." (T97) The little pig threw the apple far, far from the tree. (T98) It rolled across the grass to a distant corner of Merry Garden, (T99) and nestled there in a hard to find spot. (T100) While the wolf was chasing it (T101) the smart little pig jumped out of the tree (T102) and scurried to his brick house.

(T103) It was on his way home (T104) when he saw the wolf coming towards him. (IT3) The little

Cd: C036 No you didn't do this *one.

(T105) The next day the wolf came to the house again. (T106) "Little pig!" he called, (T107) "come to the fair with me tomorrow morning at six o'clock. (T108) We will have a fine time seeing the sights." (T109) The next morning the little pig got up at five o'clock, (T110) and trotted off to the fair. (T111) He saw all the sights, (T112) he even bought a butter churn. (T113) It was on his way home (T114) when he saw the wolf coming towards him.

Cd: C037 Mum, that's the father.

Mh: M038 That's the mum.

Cd: C039 See the little pig?

(T115) The little pig hopped into the churn (T116) and began rolling. (T117) Over and over.

Mh: M039 Down the hill. (T118) He right rolled right past the frightened wolf, (T120) who had never seen before seen a butter churn. (T121) He rolled right to the door of the little brick house. (T122) The next day the wolf came to the house. (T123) He told about the round thing that had frightened him. (T124) "Oh," laughed the smart little pig, "that was my butter churn. (T125) When I saw that you were coming (T126) I jumped into it (T127) and rolled safely home." (T128) The wolf n ned snared his sharp teeth in anger. (T129) "You have tricked me many times (T130) but you will never trick me again, little pig," he roared. (T131) "I'm coming down the chimney (T132) to eat you." (T133) Quickly he scrambled up on the roof of the brick house (T134) and made his way to the chimney.

Cd: C040 Mum, why the wolf can't come up there?

Mh: M041 Oh I don't know.
The smart little pig ran to the fireplace and whisked the lid off a pot of steaming water. When the wolf tumbled in the little pig propped the lid in place and that was the end of the wolf. The three little pigs danced all around the wolf. Then they settled down and lived happily ever after in the strong brick house with the thick door and big chimney.

Session 4

Mh: (T1) Today was Lily Pig's birthday, (T2) and what a glorious sunny day it was. (T3) "I want to have a picnic in the backyard," thought Lily Pig. (T4) "I'll invite my friends (T5) and we'll celebrate this day together." (T6) So dressed in her bed ... best

Cd: C002 Green.
Mh: M003 Red.
Cd: C004 Red.
Mh: red jacket, (T7) Lily Pig went to buy things for her birthday picnic. (T8) She swung her basket and skipped along the road to town. (T9) "A good party needs balloons," Lily Pig thought, (T10) so first thing she bought a bunch of bright?

Cd: C006 Yellow.
Mh: M007 They're red.
Cd: C008 Red.
Mh: balloons. (T12) She admired them as she walked along. (T14) But all of a sudden the Hedgehog children swung out of a tree where they were playing. (T15) "Surprise!"

M009 What'd they do?
Cd: C010 Um they pop.
Mh: M011 Yeah they popped them all.

(T16) So they giggled, (T17) they crashed into the red balloons with their prickly spines. (T18) Pop pop! (T19) Red pops everywhere. (T20) "Oh dear," thought Lily Pig, (T21) "now that my red balloons are gone (T22) I'll need party favourites for my friends." (T23) She went in the shop that was full of goodies.

M012 What colour?
Cd: C013 Blue.
Mh: (T24) "Those blue pencils
Cd: C014 We's not goin'.
Mh: would be would be nice," she said, (T25) pointing to a high shelf. (T26) "Just jump up (T27) and help yourself," said

M015 What's that?
Cd: C016 Rrr.
Mh: M017 Rabbit.
Cd: C018 Rabbit.
to her. (T28) Lily Pig did just that. (T29) But since pigs cannot jump as well as rabbits it rained? ... blue?

(T30) *Pencils. *pencils on Lily Pig.

(T31) Lily Pig headed for the market square (T32) to see what goodies she could find there.

(T33) Outside a shop she saw a cage of baby?

What colour? 

M021 (T33) Outside a shop she saw a cage of baby? M022 What colour?

(T34) They were so sweet and fluffy that she wanted to pet them. (T35) So Lily Pig unlatched the cage door and?

M023 *Pencils. 

M024 Green. 

M025 Paul. 

M026 I can't know. 

M027 Yellow. 

M028 Yellow.

baby chicks. (T34) They were so sweet and fluffy that she wanted to pet them. (T35) So Lily Pig unlatched the cage door and?

M029 *Pencils. 

M030 What happened?

(T36) She got lots of tickles from lots of yellow chicks. (T37) When the chicks were safely back in their cage (T38) Lily Pig walked onto the square. (T39) Then she saw a dog who was selling grapes, plums and

M031 *Pencils. 

M032 What are they?

(T40) "I need an umbrella (T41) in case it rains on my birthday picnic," thought Lily Pig. (T42) She tried ... she tried a big, purple one (T43) to see how it worked. (T44) The umbrella popped open so quickly that Lily Pig fell backwards into the grapes and plums,

M033 *Pencils. 

M034 What colour, do you know?

(T45) and ... everything went?

M035 *Pencils. 

M036 *Pencils. 

M037 *Umbrellas. 

M038 What colour, do you know?

(T46) Lily Pig decided that the supermarket would be the best place to find yummy things to eat. (T47) She loved riding in the back of a shopping trolley. (T48) As she whizzed down the long aisle (T49) she thought about making orange juice for her picnic. (T50) Then crash!

M039 *Pencils. 

M040 It's purple.

M041 Purple.

M042 *Pencils. 

M043 *Pencils. 

M044 What happened?

(T46) Lily Pig decided that the supermarket would be the best place to find yummy things to eat. (T47) She loved riding in the back of a shopping trolley. (T48) As she whizzed down the long aisle (T49) she thought about making orange juice for her picnic. (T50) Then crash!

M045 *Pencils. 

M046 *Pencils. 

M047 *Pencils. 

M048 What happened?

(T51) Oranges everywhere, (T52) and orange juice. (T53) Lily Pig hurriedly left the supermarket. (T54) Outside she saw Ma Gator selling crunchy green pickles. (T55) "I can't have a picnic without pickles," thought Lily Pig. (T56) She dipped into
the barrel for them, (T57) she dipped deeper and
deeper, (T58) until ... splash. (T59) A great

What colour?

C047 Green.

She didn't do that. (CHILD HAS BEEN TAPPING HIS FOOT AGAINST SOMETHING.)

(T60) Lily Pig trotted away, (T61) swinging the pickle juice from her jacket. (T62) She did not see Mr. Crow working on the road, (T63) and she tipped over his bucket. (T64) Plllop.

What colour?

C049 Brack.

(T65) She fell into a puddle of gooey,

What colour?

C050 Purple.

(T66) "Oh dear," thought Lily Pig.

(T67) "I must clean up (T68) or I'll never have a picnic today. (T69) I haven't even invited my friends yet." (T70) She rushed home. (T71) She filled her white bathtub an with white soapy bubbles. (T72) She took a big white bar of soap (T73) and scrubbed off the tar, the pickle juice and the sticky fruit goo.

(T74) Soon Lily Pig was a nice clean ?

(M052) Brack.

(T75) She was drying herself with a soft pink towel (T76) when she heard a commotion outside.

Mum, he got no clothes on. (T76) She rushed straight out into the yard (T78) to see what it could be.

What was it?

Mum, he got no clothes on.

(T77) She rushed straight out into the yard (T78) to see what it could be.

(T79) "Surprise! (T80) Happy birthday to you!" sang Lily Pig's friends. (T81) They had bought armloads of gifts and balloons. (T82) She certainly was surprised. (T83) So Lily Pig celebrated her birthday with a backyard picnic after all. (T84) And the best part was a huge brown chocolate cake with lots of candles on it. (T85) Each candle was a different colour. (T86) How many colours can you find?

Do you know the colours?

Brack.

What's that colour?

Purple.

Yeah.

What's that colour?

Orange.

No.

That's enough now.
Every morning Theodore Mouse woke up with the sunrise. He made his bed, he brushed his teeth and he combed his whiskers. Then he climbed on the roof of his house and looked over the rooftops of the other mouse houses. He looked out beyond the trees and beyond the shoreline to the sea.

See him sitting on the roof with the birdies?

What's that in the...

What's that there?

A boat in the water.

Yeah.

Every morning is the same, " Theodore said.

I make my bed, I brush my teeth, I comb my whiskers. Then I climb on the roof. The only thing that changes," Theodore sighed, "is the sea. Sometimes it is rough and wild, sometimes it is smooth as glass.

See all the boats on the rough sea?

Yes, and see?

He's got his house in the water.

No, no,

his house is lookin' over the water.

It only looks like that

because it's painted like that in the book.

Isn't it?

Then Theodore Mouse thought of something he had never thought of before. "I will go to sea," he cried. "I will sail around the world and every morning I will wake up to a new and different place." But then Theodore thought of something else he hadn't thought of before. He didn't have a boat. He sat for a while wondering what to do. "My bed will be my boat," Theodore decided. "My sheet will be my sail and I will be the captain of my ship."

Mm?

So Theodore huffed and puffed and pushed and pulled his bed to the shore. His mother and father and sisters and brothers and aunts and uncles all came to see him off.

Don't you think his bed might get wet

if he puts it in the water?

Ay?

"What if I meet Pirate Cats?" his mother cried. "I will bash them and smash them," Theodore answered bravely. "What if I
meet Wild Water Rats?" his sister cried. (T33) "I will bop them (T34) and bang them," Theodore replied. (T35) And off he sailed.

**MO22**

Oh the birdie's going with him.

**MO23**

Eh what colour's the ocean?

**Cd:** C024 Um

**Mh:** M025 What colour's the water?

**Cd:** C026 Blue.

**Mh:** M027 Blue.

**MO28**

Good boy.

(T36) Theodore saw many things he had never seen before. (T37) He sailed to warm tropical lands. (T38) He ate mangoes and pineapple (T39) and slept under palm trees.

**MO29**

You like pineapple, don't you?

(T40) He sailed to snowy, icy lands. (T41) He met Eskimo mice, (T42) who taught him how to cut holes in the ice (T43) and fish in the cold waters. (T44) Then one day, << >> a big storm blew up, <<(T45) while Theodore was sailing>>, (T46) the sky turned back (T1) and the boat rocked his way ... (T47) and the boat rocked this way and that. (T48) Theodore's stomach rocked this way and that too.

**Mh:** M030 I think he got a bit sick in the boat, didn't he?

(T49) Just then, << >> *they did <<(T50) when he thought things couldn't get any worse,>>.

*Num

**Cd:** C031

**Mh:** M032 Mm?

**Cd:** (INAUDIBLE)

**Mh:** M033 Yes.

(T51) A big ship and pirate cats snail sailed up on his port side. (T52) A big ship of wild water rats sailed up on his starboard side. (T53) Poor Theodore was all alone in the middle. (T54) What was he going to do? (T55) Suddenly Theodore had an idea. (T56) He threw one of his pillows at the cats, (T57) he threw one pillow at the water rats. (T58) Feathers flew in all directions. (T59) They stuck to the wet fur of the pirate cats, (T60) they stuck to the wet fur of the water rats.

**MO34**

Mm tar and feathered, eh?

(T61) The feathers made them sneeze and wheeze and cough and gasp (T62) but all Theodore Mouse did was laugh. (T63) "Ha ha," he cried, (T64) "you all look like a bunch of chickens". (T65) And he sailed away as fast as he could. (T66) The sky cleared, (T67) the sun shone. (T68) "I think it is time to set sail for home," said Theodore Mouse. (T69) Theodore's mother and father and sisters and brothers and aunts and uncles were all at the shore (T70) to meet him. (T71) They were very happy to see Theodore (T72) and he was very happy to see them. (T73) Everyone helped him push and pull his bed back into his house. (T74) As soon as he got there, (T75) Theodore fell fast asleep. (T76) The next morning he woke up with the sun nice (T77) and made his bed (T78) and he brushed his teeth (T79) *and combed his whiskers.*
C035 *Mummy?
C036 Shane's finished.
IC02 *(INAUDIBLE)
M037 *Not yet not yet.
M038 We've just this last page.
(T80) And Theodore Mouse climbed into the roof of his house (T81) where all the other mice were waiting (T82) to hear about his wonderful adventures in the high seas. (T83) The End.
M039 Is that a good book? (LONG PAUSE)

Session 2

Mh:  

Dumbo.
M001 Right.
(T1) It was spring. (T2) Spring in the circus. (T3) Everyone was singing, (T4) everyone was happy. (T5) Happiest of all was Mrs Jumbo (T6) for in her stall in the circus train was a chubby brand new baby elephant. (T7) Though the other animals called the baby "Dumbo" (T8) his mother loved him dearly, (T9) even though his ears were big.

C003 There.
C004 *There's his ears.
M005 **There's his
M006 There's the train.
C007 And there his mouth there.
Mh:  M008 Yeah.

"All aboard," shouted the ringmaster after a long winter's rest. (T11) It was time to set out again on the open road. (T12) "Toot, toot," *whistled Casey Jones

C009 *Toot, toot.
Mh:  the locomotive of the circus train, (T13) and with a jiggedy jerk and a puff, puff, puff, off sped Casey Jones. (T14) It was dark (T15) when Casey Jones whistled and puffed into the station. (T16) Rain poured down hard, (T17) but the circus began to unload. (T18) The workmen jumped down from the freight cars. (T19) They lighted torches (T20) and stuck them in the ground. (T21) Men and animals came bustling bustling out of the train into the windy, wet night. (T22) They all helped to get the circus tent up. (T23) Even Mrs Jumbo's new baby helped.

C010 Yeah,
C011 and the had to put a nose on on the picture (?there think)
Mh:  C012 so the circus can stay up.
M013 That's right.
M014 They get the big sticks << >> don't they?
(T24) That morning the rain had stopped and the tent was all set up (T25) and the circus was busy (T27) getting ready for the big parade. (T28) The band played, (T29) everyone fell into line. (T30) Then off pranced the gay procession down the main street. (T31) There were creamy white horses, licorice coloured seals, (T32) there were lady acrobats in pink silk tights, lions pacing in their gilded waggons, elephants marching with slow, even steps. (T33) The crowds on the sidewalk cheered, (T34) and suddenly their eyes opened wide. (T35) They craned their necks. (T36) "Look, look," they cried. (T37) "Look at that silly animal with the draggy ears. (T38) He can't be an elephant, (T39) he must be the clown." (T40) They burst out into loud laughs. (T41) Sadly Dumbo trundled along behind his mother, (T42) with his trunk clasped in her tail. (T43) He tried to hurry along faster (T44) so he wouldn't hear the laughter, (T45) but he stumbled. (T46) He tripped over his ears. (T47) Down he splashed into a puddle of mud.

*Now

Cd: C016 *Yeah a puddle **of mud.
Mh: M017 **Yeah he got all dirty, didn't he?
Cd: C018 Yeah he did.
Mh: (T48) Now the crowds laughed even louder. (T49) Mrs Jumbo scowled at them. (T50) She picked Dumbo up (T51) and carried him in her trunk for the rest of the way. (T52) When the parade finally came back to the tent, (T53) Mrs Jumbo and Dumbo and ... put Dumbo in a wooden bathtub, (T54) and as she scrubbed (T55) *she whispered

Cd: C019 *Is this bit **(there Mum)?
Mh: **comforting words. (T56) Again a gang of noisy boys came pushing in first for the afternoon show. (T57) "We want to see the elephant," they yelled. (T58) "The one with the sailboard ears". (T59) "Look (T60) there he is". (T61) The boy grabbed one of Dumbo's ears (T62) and pulled it hard (T63) and he made an ugly face (T64) and struck out ... stuck out his tongue. (T65) Mrs Dumbo couldn't stand it. (T66) She snatched the boy with up with her trunk, (T67) dropped him across the rope (T68) and spanked him hard. (T69) "Help," cried the boy, (T70) "Help, help." (T71) "What's going on here?" cried the ringmaster (T72) and snapped his whip at Mrs Jumbo. (T73) "Tie her down," he yelled. (T74) But Mrs Jumbo reared up her hind legs, (T75) but soon ... she be ... (T75) but soon she was behind the bars of a prison waggons with a sign that said "Danger! Mad Elephant. Keep Out!" (T76) The next day they made Dumbo into a clown. (T77) They painted his face with a foolish grin, (T78) and dressed him in a baby dress. (T79) On his head they put a bonnet. (T80) They used him in the most ridiculous act in the show (T81) to make a believe fire. (T82) He had to jump from the top of
a blazing cardboard house, down into a fireman's net. (T83) The audience laughed

(CILD MAKES A NOISE AS THROUGH FLAPPING HIS HAND BACK AND FORTH ACROSS HIS OPEN MOUTH)

(IT2) but it (T84) they thought it was a great joke. (T85) But Dumbo felt disgraced. (T86) "He's a disgrace to us," the big animals agreed (T87) and turned their backs on him. (T88) Hidden in a pile of hay was Timothy Mouse,

(CILD REPEATS THIS NOISE)

the smallest animal in the circus. (T89) "They can't treat the little fellow like that," he muttered, (T90) "not while Timothy Mouse is around." (T91) "Hey there, little fellow," he cried called to Dumbo. (T92) "Don't be afraid, (T93) I'm your friend, (T94) I want to help you." (IT3) Say he (T95) "Say," he went on, (T96) staring at Dumbo's ears, (T97) "Those ears are as good as wings, (T98) I'll teach you to fly."

M020 Can elephants fly?
M021 No.
M022 This is a pretend story, isn't it?
M023 No elephants have got big ears
M024 but they're not big enough to fly yet, are they?
(T099) Quietly Dumbo and Timothy crept out of the tent to Mother Jumbo. (T100) Dumbo told her all about the clown act and how unhappy he was without her, and about the wonderful idea Timothy had of making him a success. (T101) Then sadly they said goodnight (T102) and Timothy and Dumbo continued on their way. (T103) With Timothy as a teacher Dumbo practised running and jumping and hopping. (T104) He tried slowly and fast takeoffs, as *standing and running jumps.

M032 What does that say?
M033 Footpath.
M034 No.

M035 What are the numbers?
M036 One, two, three, four.

M037 Right.

M038 And and birds four these *ones.

*M039 There's four birds there too yeah.

M040 And they fly, don't they?
M041 Four four birdsies.
M042 And they fly.
M043 Yeah.
M044 Oh yeah birdsie fly.
M045 Yeah.
Then he tried the whole thing together, but hard as he tried Dumbo could not even leave the ground. At last, almost too tired to stand, the two friends gave up, and started looking back towards the sleepy circus. "Don't worry Dumbo," Timothy whispered as he curled up on Dumbo's Dumbo's hat brim for a good night's sleep. "We'll have you flying yet." When the morning sun arose Timothy was the first to awaken. He blinked and looked up. Just above him four black crows sat and stared at him. "Why, why?" yawned Timothy rubbing his eyes. "Where am I?" "You're up in a tree," snapped the crows crossly. "That's where you are." "Tree!" gasped Timothy. He looked around. Sure enough, there he was sitting on a branch. He and Dumbo were up in a tree. The ground was far, far below. "But but how did I get up here?" he stammered. "How?" crackled the crows. "You and that elephant just came flying up". "Flying?" Timothy yelled, "Dumbo, Dumbo, wake up Dumbo! We're in a tree. You flew there you flew here." Suddenly Dumbo opened his eyes. He glanced down, he gulped, then he staggered to his feet, but suddenly he slipped on the smooth treebark and fell, down, down, down.

Down into the water. Down into the water yeah.

He bounced from branch to branch, with Timothy clinging to his trunk. Clonk! He landed in a shallow pond just beneath the tree. The crows chuckled and croaked. After from above. Timothy scrambled up on the water and wrung out Dumbo's tail. "Dumbo," he panted, "you can fly! If you can fly when you're asleep, you can fly when you're awake". There he is.

Look at him.

He's looking down, then he's going to jump into the water. That's right.

Dumbo and the mouse.

"Your ears, Dumbo, they're a fortune." He grabbed one of Dumbo's wet ears and patted it. "You won't be a clown anymore, you'll be a famous... you'll be famous. The only flying elephant in the whole wide world." And Timothy and Dumbo began all over again to practise flying. But it isn't easy. (T168) Time after time Dumbo tried to
take off. (T169) Time after time he's falled flat on his face.

Mm.  

Soon the crows began (IT6) *I can't see the other man I can't see the the umm that man from the other page.

Mm.  

Well you have to wait.  

Ah time after time he sprawled out his flat on his face. (T170) Soon the crows began to feel sorry for the little fellow. (T171) When Timothy told them all the sad things that what had happened to Dumbo because of his big ears, (T172) they flew down (T173) and offered to help.

(T174) One of the crows took Timothy aside, (IT7) flying just like (T175) "Flying's just like swimming," he whispered. (T176) "It's just a matter of believing that you can do it." (T177) He turned (T178) and *snatched a long black feather from his tail.

(T179) "Here, (T180) take this, (T181) tell the baby elephant it's a magic feather feather. (T182) Tell him if he holds it (T183) he can fly." (T184) The boss crow winked (T185) and flew off. (T186) Timothy handed Dumbo the feather (T187) and scurried up his trunk to the brim of his cap. (T188) He held his breath. (T189) The trick worked like a charm. (T190) That very instant that Dumbo wrapped the tip of his trunk around the feather, (T191) flap, flap, flap went his ears. (T192) Up into the *air

He soared like a bird, (T193) over the tallest treetops he sailed. (T194) *He glided and dipped and dived.

(T195) Three times he circled over the heads of cheering crowds (T196) and then he headed back to the circus ground.

Mmm.  

Mm? *Mummy?

Well you I know on the other page there's this
(T197) Timothy shouted "You must keep your flying a secret, a surprise for the act in the afternoon show." (T198) No-one noticed Dumbo (T199) when he and Timothy came quietly back. (T200) It was already time for the for Dumbo to get into his costume.

(T201) Inside the walls of the cardboard house he had to wait (IT7) although the show all through the show (T202) until the fire crackled up around him. (T203) At last Timothy leaned down (T204) and handed him a feather. (T205) "Crackle, crackle," cracked the fire (T206) and the clown act was on. (T207) Flames shot up around the cardboard house, (T208) clang, clang roared the fire clown fire engine *(?I can see him)

(T209) rushing towards the blaze. (IT8) *The fire engine

Clang, clang, clang.

Well that's what the fire engine the noise the fire engine made when it came in. (T210) From the far end of the ring a red-headed mother clown came running. (T211) "Save my baby!" she screamed, (T212) "He's on the top floor!" (T213) The fireman brought a big net (T214) and held it out. (T215) "Jump, my darling baby, (T216) jump!" shrieked the mother clown. (T217) Dumbo jumped (T218) but as he jumped (T219) the black feather slipped from his trunk (T220) and floated away. (T221) Now his magic was gone.

(T222) and Dumbo plunged down like a stone. (T223) Timothy saw the feather go. (IT9) His fa his feathers float his (T224) "The feather's a fake," he shouted frantically to Dumbo.

*(INAUDIBLE)

(T225) "You can fly!" (T226) Dumbo heard that he shouted ... Dumbo heard the shout (T227) and doubtfully spread his ears wide. (T228) Not two feet above the net he stopped his plunge (T229) and swooped up into the air. *A mighty gasp

But Mummy we can't give him this page...
A mighty gasp arose from the audience. (T230) They knew it couldn't be, (T231) but it was. (T232) Dumbo was flying. (T234) While the crowd roared with delight (T235) Dumbo did powerdives, loops, spins and barrel rolls. (T236) He swooped down (T237) and picked up peanuts (T238) and squirted a trunkful on the wader of the clowns. (T239) The keepers freed Mrs Jumbo (T240) and brought her to the tent in triumph (T241) to see her baby fly. (T242) So all of Dumbo's worries had come to an end. (T243) By evening Dumbo was a hero from coast to coast. (T244) Timothy became his manager (T245) and saw to it that Dumbo got a wonderful contract with a big salary and a pension for his mother. (T246) The circus was renamed "Dumbo's Flying Circus" (T247) and Dumbo travelled in a special streamlined car. (T248) Best of all he forgave everyone one who had been unkind to him, (T249) for his heart was as big as his ears.

Isn't that lovely?

That's the end.

(T1) Three Little Pigs.

Once a time once upon a time there were three little pigs, (T3) who went out into a big world (T4) to build their homes (T5) and seek their fortunes. (T6) The first little pig did not like to work at all. (T7) He quickly built himself a house of straw.

There they are, marching off.

He's built built his house.

And off he danced down the road (T9) to see how his brothers were getting along.

What's he playing?

What's he got in his mouth?

A what?

*It's a flute em flute.
Mo14 Yeah.
(T10) The second little pig was building himself a house too. (T11) He did not like to work any better than his brother. (T12) So he had decided to build a quick and easy house of sticks.
Mo15 See he's pushing the door on?
Mo16 House of sticks.
Mo17 What do you get sticks from?
Cd: C018 Um from from from you go to come from water near the water.
Mo19 In the trees.
Mo20 You get sticks and all that sort of stuff from the trees, don't you?
(T13) Soon it was finished too. (T14) It was not a very strong little house (T15) but at least the work was done. (T16) Now the second little pig was free to do whatever he liked. (T17) What will what he liked to do was to play his fiddle and dance. (T18) So << << the second little pig sawed away on his fiddle, <<<< (T19) while the first little pig tooted his flute, >> (T20) dancing (T21) as he played.
Cd: C021 Tar.
Mo22 Mm.
(T22) And as he danced (T23) he sang "I build my house of sticks, (T24) I build my house of twigs, (T25) with a very with a hey-diddle-diddle and a I play my fiddle, (T26) and dance all kinds of jigs."
(T27) Then off danced the two little pigs down the road together (T28) to see their brother was how their brother was getting on.
Cd: C024 Yeah.
C025 A fox coming.
Mo26 Yeah,
Mo27 mad fox.
(T29) The third little pig was a sober little pig, (T30) he was he was building a house too. (T31) But he was building he was building his of bricks.
(T32) He did not mind hard work, (T33) and he wanted a stout little, strong little house, (T34) for he knew that in the woods near there lived a big, bad wolf, (T35) who liked nothing better than to catch little pigs and eat them up. (T36) So slap, slosh, slap, (T37) away he worked, (T38) laying bricks (T39) and smoothing mortar between them.
Cd: C028 We when he comes h
C029 if we he get little pig's house down.
Mo30 That's right.
Mo31 Blow the pig's house down.
(T40) "Ha, ha, ha," laughed the first little pig (T41) when he saw his brother hard at work. (T42) "Ho, ho, ho," laughed the second little pig. (T43) "Come down (T44) to play with us," he called. (T45) But the busy little pig did not pause. (T46) Slap, slosh, slap went the bricks and mortar (T47) as he called down to them "I build my house of stones, (T48) I build my house of bricks. (T49) I have no chance to sing and dance, (T50) for work and play
don't mix." (T51) "Ho, ho, ho, ha, ha, ha," laughed the two lazy little pigs, (T52) dancing along to the tune of the fiddle and the flute.

M032 He's getting very cranky, isn't he?
M033 Because he wants a very strong house, doesn't he?

Cd: C034 Yeah
C035 'cause fox can blow them sticks house down
C036 and he doesn't blow the bricks house down.

Mh: M037 Yeah
M038 and the wolf can't blow bricks down, can he?
M039 And what's your house made of?

Cd: C040 Um bricks.
Mh: M041 Yeah
M042 and no wolf no wolf can blow our house down, can he?

Cd: C043 No
C044 'cause it we haven't got no sticks.

Mh: M045 That's right.
M046 We haven't got any sticks.

(T53) "You can laugh and dance and sing," their busy brother called after them, (T54) "but I'll I'll be safe (T55) and you'll be sorry (T56) when the wolf comes at your door." (T57) "Ha, ha, ha, ho, ho, ho," laughed the two little pigs again, (T58) and they disappeared into the woods, (T59) singing merrily a tune. (T60) "Who's afraid of the big, bad wolf, the big, bad wolf, the big, bad wolf? (T61) Who's afraid of the big, bad wolf? (T62) Tra la la la la." (SINGING)

M047 Can you sing that?

*Who

Cd: C048 *Who
M049 'Who's afraid

*Who's afraid

Cd: C050 *Who's afraid
M051 Come on.

Who's afraid

Cd: C052 Who's afraid of the big wolf

*Cd: C053 *big wolf
Mh: (LAUGHS)

tra la la la la.

Cd: C054 La la.

Mh: (LAUGHS)

(T63) Just as the first pig reached the door, (T64) out of the wood popped the big, bad wolf. (T65) The little pig squealed (T66) and frightened (T67) and slammed the door. (T68) "The little pig, little pig, come in," cried the wolf. (T69) "Not by the hair of my chinny chin chin," said the big little pig. (T70) "Then I'll huff (T71) and I'll puff (T72) and I'll blow your house in," roared the wolf. (T73) And he did. (T74) He blew the little straw house all to pieces. (T75) Away raced the little pig to his brother's house of sticks. (T76) No sooner he was at the door (T77) when the knock,
knock, knock. (IT1) There was the little ... (T78) there was the big, bad wolf. (T79) But of course the little pigs would not let him in. (T80) "I'll fool those little pigs," said the big, bad wolf to himself. (T81) He left the little pigs' house (T82) and he hid behind a big tree. (T83) Soon the door opened, (T84) and the two little pigs peeped out. (IT2) There was no sight (T85) there was no wolf in sight. (T86) "Ha, ha, ha, ho, ho, ho," laughed the two little pigs. (T87) "We've fooled him." (T88) Then they danced around the room (T89) singing gaily "Who's afraid of the big, bad wolf, the big, bad wolf, the big, bad wolf, (T90) who's afraid of the big, bad wolf, (T91) tra la la la la." (SINGING) (T92) Soon there came another knock at the door. (T93) It was the big, bad wolf again, (T94) but he had covered himself with sheepskin (T95) and he was curled up in a little basket, (T96) looking like a little lamb.

M055 Oh he's a sneaky wolf, isn't he?
(T97) "Who's there?" called the second little pig.
(T98) "I'm a poor little sheep, with no place to
sleep, (T99) please open the door (T100) and let me
in," said the big, bad wolf in a sweet little voice.
(T101) The little pig peeked through the crack of
the door. (T102) He could see the wolf's big, black
paws and sharp fangs. (T103) "Not by the hair of my
chinny chin chin. (T104) You can't fool us with
that sheepskin," said the little first second little
pig. (T105) "Then I'll huff (T106) and I'll puff
(T107) and I'll blow your house in," cried the angry
wolf. (T108) So he huffed (T109) and he puffed
(T110) and he puffed (T111) and he huffed (T112) and
he blew the little twigs house little pigs' house
all to pieces. (T113) Away raced the little pigs,
straight to the third little pigs' house of bricks.
(T114) *Don't worry

Cd:    C056    *Look!
Mh:    M057    Yeah he blew him all away, didn't he?
Cd:    C058    Yeah
Mh:    M059    but but they can build another house later.
Cd:    C060    Oh will they?
Mh:    M061    "Don't worry," said the third little pig to his
frightened little brothers. (T115) "You are safe
here." (T116) Soon there will be singing gaily.
(T117) This made the big, bad wolf perfectly
furious. (T118) "Now by the hair of my chinny chin
chin," he roared, "I'll huff (T119) and I'll puff
(T120) and I'll blow your house in." (T121) So the
big bad wolf huffed and puffed and puffed (T122) and
he huffed (T123) but he could not blow that little
house of bricks down.

Cd:    I002    His that's *his
Mh:    M061    *How how could you get in?
Cd:    C062    That's his house.
Mh:    M062    (T124) How could he get in? (T125) At last he
thought of the chimney. (T126) So up he climbed
quietly, (T127) then with a snarl down he jumped, right into a kettle of boiling water.

Cd: C063 Look.  
C064 That's his house.

Mh: M065 No. 
M066 That's the third little pig's house and he's trying to get down the chimney, isn't he? (T128) With a yelp of pain he sprang straight up the chimney again (T129) and raced away to the woods. (T130) The three little pigs never saw him again, (T131) and spent their time in a strong little brick house, (T132) singing and dancing merrily. (T133) The end.

Session 4

Mh: Bear. ... (T1) Bernie is a very unhappy bear. (T2) He likes to help his frog pond friends. (T3) He cares for them very much. (T4) But every time he helps he makes a mess of it. (T5) This Monday, for example, << >> Bernie put ... Bernie first puts the nut on a rock, <<(T6) when Sammy the Squirrel asked Bernie "You're so strong, (T7) could you crack this nut for me?">> (T8) then he grabs a large tree (T9) and pulls it out of the ground. (T10) He smashes the nut with it. (T11) Poor, poor Bernie. (T12) The nut is so crushed that Sammy can't find a piece large enough to eat.

M001 That's a bit silly. 
M002 See him picking up the tree?

Cd: C003 Yeah 
C004 'cause you don't do that like that.

Mh: M005 That's right. 
M006 He tried to get the nut out of the shell. (T13) Then Tuesday Ronnie the Rabbit asked Bernie to help him. (T14) "Bernie, you're so strong, (T15) could you push my rowboat across the river to the other side?" (T16) Bernie is delighted. (T17) He runs to the edge of the stream. (T18) "Of course I will help you, Ronnie," says the bear. (T19) "I would love to." (T20) What a wonderful opportunity to show his friend how much he cares. (T21) So Bernie gives Ronnie's boat a push with his great paws (T22) and sends it (T23) flying into the bushes on the other side.

M007 Look. 
M008 He's up in the air. 
M009 He doesn't know his own strength, does he?

Cd: C010 Don't can't he go round the water. 
Mh: M011 No 
M012 'cause he pushed him up in the air by mistake. (T24) Wednesday, it is Ollie's Ollie the owl's turn to call on the giant bear. (T25) "Bernie, you're so strong, (T26) could you help me push the swing?" he asked. (T27) Bernie is always happy to help his
good friend. (T28) He gives Ollie a little push. (T29) Poor Ollie. (T30) What's what somersaults! (T31) An acrobat at the circus couldn't do better. (T32) A week later Ollie's head is still swimming. (M013) Poor Mr. Owl. 

Cd: C014 Mm. 
C015 I got one. 
C016 *I got one of those. 
Mh: M017 *Mm yeah. 
M018 You've got a swing, haven't you? 

Cd: C019 Yeah. 

(Mh:) (T33) After so many mishaps nobody dares ask Bernie to help anymore. (T34) Whenever he shows up (T35) everybody runs to the furthest end of the forest. (T36) That's why Bernie is so unhappy. (T37) But here comes Barbie... the bee, with a little pot of honey (T38) to cheer him up. (T39) "You know, (T40) it's not your fault, (T41) you don't ask she don't you?" she asked. (T42) "You're too strong, (T43) *that's all." 

Cd: C020 *Look. 
C021 He's he's he wants to look at them 
C022 because he's crying 
C023 'cause he never don't want some water. 
Mh: M024 Mm. 
M025 He's reading a book, isn't he? 
Cd: C026 He don't wants water. 
Mh: M027 No. 

(T44) To help him learn to control his strength (T45) Harry the Hedgehog invites Bernie to rearrange his sewing box. (T46) But after over an hour of hard work all of Harry's needles, spools and buttons go flying into the grass. (T47) Will the will the frog sisters Flip and Flap have more patience? (T48) "Come with us Bernie," they suggest. (T49) "we are going to build the tallest card castle ever." (T50) But <<>> the card castle falls apart <<(T51) when Bernie starts to help them,>> 

M028 Mm the cards have gone flying, haven't they? 
(T52) Just imagine how said how sad Bernie feels after these new mishaps. (T53) "There is nothing I can do," he sobs. (T54) discouraged. (T55) "My friends will never trust me again." (T56) Suddenly a storm breaks out over the forest. (T57) Thunder crashes (T58) and buckets of water pour down onto the clearing where the frog pond friends live. 

M029 Mm big storm. 
M030 See? 
Cd: M031 All *the houses are being washed away. 
C032 *Yeah 
C033 but and and his house is swimming, 
C034 his house is swimming. 
Mh: M035 Yeah. 

(T59) What a storm. (T60) The river floods, (T61) covering everything in it's way. (T62) "Help, help," cries Ricky the Raccoon, (T63) holding on to a tree. (T64) "Help, help," echoes Benjamin the Beaver. (T65) "The current is sweeping me away."
Bernie leaps to the rescue, he carries stone after stone into the river until an island appears. He's helping them get onto the rocks, isn't he?

The other frogpond friends call for Bernie to help too. One by one the giant bear puts them on a floating treetrunk and takes them to the island. "What a hurricane," says Danny the Dog, soaked to the bone. "I almost drowned three times." "Is everyone here?" asked Bernie. "Where is Ronnie?" asked Benjamin. Bernie jumps into the roaring water and swims away. "He must be trapped in his burrow," he calls back. "I'll go free him." He takes a deep breath and plunges down into Ronnie's flooded burrow. Will Bernie rescue Ronnie? "Look, he made it!" Hurry!" cheered the frogpond friends. "Bernie did it," they said as they watched Bernie carry Ronnie's family safely to the island.

He saved the bunny rabbit. Soon the sun comes out and the river calms down. The frogpond friends can finally go home. "Without Bernie's help," declares Ricky, "we wouldn't have drowned." No-one is afraid of Bernie anymore. Now they all appreciate their friend's great strength and good nature. Bernie is very happy. Guess what? His frogpond friends keep him very busy.
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Session 1

Wh:  

(T1) Little Red Riding Hood.  (T2) Once long ago there lived a little girl who was loved by everybody everybody.  (T3) Her grandmother loved her especially, (T4) and made her a beautiful red coat with a hood that people used to wear when they went out riding.  (T5) The little girl looked so pretty in it that everyone began calling her Little Red Riding Hood.  (T6) One day Little Red Riding Hood's mother told her to take a basket of bread and cakes to her grandmother, (T7) who was sick.  (T8) Her grandmother lived about an hour's walk away through the woods, (T9) so Little Red Riding Hood's mother warned her to go straight along the path (T10) and not to linger along the way.  (T11) Fully intending to do so, (T12) Little Red Riding Hood started out on her way.  (T13) Before long, << >> Little Red Riding Hood was stopped by a big wolf <<(T14) while walking through the woods>>.  (T15) Since she had never seen a wolf before (T16) Little Red Riding Hood was not frightened.  (T17) "Where are you going this fine day," asked the wolf.  (T18) "To take these cakes to my grandmother, (T19) who is sick," answered Little Red Riding Hood, (T20) not realising he was a wicked wolf.  (T21) "And have you far to walk?" asked the wolf, (T22) quickly thinking of a plan to trap Little Red Riding Hood.  (T23) "No it's not far.  (T24) Grandmother's cottage is just on the other side of these woods," replied Little Red Riding Hood.  (T25) Then she started on her way once more.  (T26) The wolf stop wolf stopped her (T27) and suggested, "Since the sun is still high in the sky, (T28) you have plenty of time.  (T29) Why not pick some of these pretty flowers (T30) to cheer your grandmother up?"  (T31) "Why, that's a very good idea," said Little Red Riding Hood (T32) and she thanked the wolf for his suggestion.  (T33) The sly wolf said goodbye (T34) and hurried through the woods (T35) to reach her grandmother's cottage ahead of Little Red Riding Hood.  (T36) When he got to the door of the cottage (T37) the wolf knocked.  (T38) Grandmother called out "Who is it?"  (T39) "It is I, Little Red Riding Hood, with some bread and cakes (T40) to make you feel better," answered the wolf in a high voice like Little Red Riding Hood's.  (T41) "Lift the latch (T42) and come right in, my dear, (T43) I'm resting in my bed," said the grandmother.  (T44) With a bounce the wolf was into the cottage.  (T45) He prance pranced on Little Red Riding Hood's grandmother (T46) and swallowed her down with one gulp.  (T47) Then he put on Grandmother's nightcap, (T48) hopped into the bed (T49) and pulled the covers up to his chin (T50) to wait for Little Red Riding Hood.  (T51) Soon there was a knock at the
door. (T52) Imitating grandmother's voice, (T53) the wolf called out "Who is it?" (T54) "It is I, Little Red Riding Hood, with some bread and cakes (T55) to make you feel better," answered Little Red Riding Hood. (T56) "Lift the latch (T57) and come right in, my dear." (T58) I'm resting in my bed," said the wolf, (T59) still imitating grandmother's voice. (T60) It seems it seems dark in the cottage (T61) as Little Red Riding Hood walked out of the sunshine, (T62) and something seemed wrong. (T63) When she walked closer to the bed, (T64) her grandmother looked very strange. (T65) "Grandmother, what big ears you have." (T66) "The better to hear you with, my dear," said the wolf. (T67) "Grandmother, what big eyes you have." (T68) "The better to see you with, my dear," said the wolf. (T69) "Grandmother, what big teeth you have." (T70) "The better to eat you up with, my dear!" said the wolf. (T71) With that the wolf jumped out of bed (T72) and caught Little Red Riding Hood (T73) and swallowed her down in one gulp. (T74) His stomach was now so full that he became very sleepy. (T75) Thinking he would rest awhile (T76) before returning home, (T77) the wolf laid down. (T78) Soon he was sound asleep, (T79) snoring loudly. (T80) About that time the woodcutter, << >> heard the snores <<(T81) who was passing by,>>. (T82) He knew that Little Red Riding Hood's grandmother was ill (T83) and thought "It's strange that she should be snoring in such an ungrandmotherly fashion". (T84) The woodcutter crept up quietly (T85) and looked into the cottage. (T86) To his surprise, instead of Little Red Riding Hood's grandmother he saw the wolf sound asleep with his belly full and bursting. (T87) "Aha!" exclaimed the woodcutter. (T88) "Here is the very wolf I have been hunting these past months. (T89) Surely a more wicked creature I would be hard to put to find." (T90) Realising that the wolf must have been must have eaten the grandmother, (T91) the woodcutter carefully slit open the wolf's stomach (T92) to let her out. (T93) To his great surprise out jumped Little Red Riding Hood, (T94) safe but frightened. (T95) They both helped out the Little Red ... Little Red Riding Hood's grandmother, (T96) who was very weak (T97) from being inside the wolf's dark stomach for so long. (T98) The two thanked the woodcutter (T99) for saving them, (T100) Little Red Riding Hood made a promise to pay careful attention to her gran her mother's warning. (T101) From that day on she never ever again lingered on her way to her grandmother's. That was good nice, wasn't it? Mummy, could I have can you read me the blue book down the bottom? Turn this off, eh? (T102) Animal Counting Book. (T103) Over in the meadow in the nest in the sun lived an old mother...
beaver and her little beaver one. (T104) "Beaver," said the mother. (T105) "We beave," said the one

"There's the baby.

Yeah. (T106) so they beaved all day by the light of the sun. (T107) Over in the meadow, << >> lived an old mother fish and her little fishes ... two << (T108) where there's where the stream runs blue,>>. (T109) "Swim," said the mother. (T110) "We swim," said the two. (T111) So they swum all day (T112) where the streams runs blue.

How many's that?

Three.

No,

two fishies.

Two.

Over in the meadow in a hole in the tree lived an old mother owl and her little owls three. (T113) "Toot toot," said the mother. (T114) "Toot toot," said the three. (T116) So they they "Toot toot" all day in the hole in the tree.

How many?

Three.

Over in the meadow by the old barn door lived an old mother cat and her little kittens four. (T117) "Meow," said the mother. (T118) "We meow," said the four. (T120) So they meowed all day by the old barn door.

Four.

Over in the meadow in the snug bee-hive lived an old mother bee and her little bees five. (T121) "Buzz," said the mother. (T123) "We buzzed all ..." said the five. (T124) So they buzzed all day in the snug bee-hive.

Five.

Over in the meadow in the nest built of sticks lived an old mother crow and her little crows six. (T125) "Crack," said the mother. (T126) "We crack," said the six. (T128) So the crow cracked all day in the nest built of sticks.

Six.

Over in the meadow in the pond blue as heaven lived an old mother frog with her little froggies seven. (T129) "Jump," said the frog. (T130) "We jump," said the seven. (T132) So they jumped all day in the pond blue as heaven.

Seven.

Over in the meadow by the old mossy gate lived an old mother lizard and her little lizards eight. (T133) "Busk," said the mother. (T134) "We busk," said the eight. (T136) So they bushed all day by the old mossy gate.
Over in the meadow by the old Scotch pine
lived an old mother duck and her little duck nine.
"Quack," said the mother. "We quack," said the nine.
So they quacked all day by the old Scotch pine.

Over in the meadow in the sand near the den
lived an old mother turtle and her little turtles ten.
"Dig," said the mother. "We dig," said the ten.
So they dug all day in the sand near the den.

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs.
Long ago there lived a princess named Snow White.

She was a beautiful princess, and she liked...
and like all princesses she lived in a castle.
Her stepmother asked the same thing.
"Mirror, mirror on the wall, who's the fairest of them all?"
The mirror always gave her the same answer.
"Oh queen, you are the fairest one of all."
But one day the mirror had a different answer.
"Snow White is the fairest in the land," it said.
The proud queen became very angry.
She wanted to be the most beautiful lady in the land.
The queen set out for the huntsman.

She told him. "She must never come back to the castle, you must kill her." The woodsman took Snow White into the woods but he would not kill her.
He loved her too much.
Instead he said "Run away, child, quickly.
You must hide from the queen."
Snow White ran through the woods.
woods as fast as she could. (T27) It was very dark under the trees (T28) and she heard scary noises (T29) but still she ran on. (T30) At last Snow White could run no more. (T31) She fell to the ground (T32) and cried herself to sleep. (T33) Two rabbits hopped up (T34) to sit by Snow White. (T35) A little bird flew down (T36) and sang to her. (T37) Then two deers came (T38) and stood beside her. (T39) And a racoon and a turtle sat by her feet. (T40) *Snow White woke

\[ \text{A racoon.} \]

Cd: C013
Mh: M014 Mm.
Cd: C015 And a turtle.
Mh: M016 Yeah.
M017 There they are there.

Snow White awoke and sat up. (T41) She was not afraid anymore. (T42) The friendly animals led her along a little path. (T43) Soon they came to a small house. (T44) Snow White tapped on the door. (T45) "Is anyone home?" she called.

Cd: C018
Mh: *Look

(T46) *The animals pushed open the door (T47) and Snow White followed them into the house. (T48) She saw the little table and seven little chairs. (T49) There were also seven little bowls. (T50) "My goodness," she said, "seven little children must live here. (T51) I wonder where they are." (T52) She went into the kitchen. (T53) What a mess! (T54) They are dirty dishes everywhere. (T55) "These are certainly seven messy little children," said Snow White. (T56) "I think I will clean the house for them, (T57) then perhaps they will let me live with here with them." (T58) Snow White got down on her hands and knees (T59) and cleaned the floor. (T60) Then she washed all the dirty dishes, (T61) the deer and the rabbit helped her. (T62) When the cleaning up was done (T63) Snow White and the animals went upstairs. (T64) They

Cd: C019
Mh: M020 No,
M021 he'll be right.

(T64) There she found seven little wooden beds.

(T65) Snow White lay down (T66) and soon fell fast asleep. (T67) Not far away (MOTHER PAUSES WHILE CHILD COUGHS LOUDLY) Not far away seven little men were climbing out of a cave. (T68) They had been working all day, (T69) digging diamonds. (T70) Now it was time to go home. (T71) As they walked through the woods (T72) they sang, "Heigh ho, heigh ho, (T73) it's home from work we go." (T74) The Seven Dwarfs woke walked up to the very house where Snow White was sleeping. (T75) It was their house. (T76) "The lights are on in our house," said one. (T77) "Somebody must be in there," said another. (T78) They were

Cd: C022
Mh: M023 They will fall.
They were a little scared. (T79) Quietly they crept into the house. (T80) They looked all around. (T81) "The floor is clean," said one of them. (T82) "The dishes have been washed," said another. (T83) "Who can you suppose did this?" asked the third. (T84) One by one the dwarfs tiptoed upstairs. (T85) Perhaps somebody's hiding up there. (T86) They pushed against the door. (T87) Suddenly it opened. (T88) The dwarfs fell onto the bed. (T89) The noise woke up Snow White. (T90) She sat up, (T91) her eyes wide open. (T92) "Oh my," she said "you are not little children, (T93) you are little men." (T94) "That is right," said one of the dwarfs. (T95) "But who are you?" (T96) "I'm Snow White," said the princess. (T97) "I'm Doc," said the dwarf with the eyeglasses. (T98) He seemed to be the leader.

Cd: C024 And they're

Cd: C024 all dancing around Snow White.

Cd: C027 Oh!

Cd: C027 Hm?

Cd: C027 Yeah.

(T99) "I'm Happy," said the little man with the big smile. (T100) "My name is Grumpy," said the one with the grouchy face. (T101) "I'm Bashful," said the fourth dwarf. (T102) He did not look at Snow White, (T103) he was twisting his beard. (T104) "Achoo! (T105) I'm Sneezy," said the next one between sneezes. (T106) "My name is ahh Sleepy," said the sixth dwarf. (T107) "And my name is Dopey," said the other one. (T108) He never said anything. (T109) The Seven Dwarfs took Snow White downstairs. (T110) It is getting late (T111) and they are very hungry. (T112) Snow White cooked supper for everybody. (T113) It was easy for so many people to help. (T114) "This is the best food I've ever ate," said Happy. (T115) Even Grumpy didn't look grumpy as usual. (T116) It was just like having a party with Snow White at the table. (T117) Later that night the dwarfs sat in a circle around Snow White. (T118) The princess told the little men about the wicked queen who wanted to kill her. (T119) "Oh, Snow White, you must stay here (T120) and live with us," said Doc. (T121) "We will hide you from the queen." (T122) The next morning the dwarfs went off to work. (T123) Snow White waved goodbye to them. (T124) "Don't let anyone in," Doc told her. (T125) "The queen may be looking for you." (T126) But the queen was not looking for Snow White, (T127) she was looking into her magic mirror. (T128) "Mirror, mirror on the wall, who is the fairest of them all?" she asked. (MOTHER PAUSES WHILE CHILD COUGHS LOUDLY) (T129) The mirror answered, "In the house of the Seven Dwarfs Snow White still lives, (T130) she is the fairest of them all". (T131) "Snow White still lives!" cried the angry queen. (T132) "We'll see about that." (T133) She rushed down the steep and winding stairs to the secret room under the castle walls.
In the dark place the queen grabbed a dusty bottle from the shelf. (T135) Poof! (T136) She turned into an ugly witch. (T14) She took the ...
(T137) Then the witch took two more bottles, one green and one red. (T138) She poured them into the big iron pot. (T139) She was making a magic brew. (T140) The next next the old witch dipped an apple into the pot. (T141) "One taste of this," she said "(T142) and Snow White's eyes will close forever." (T143) The witch took a magic her magic apple to the house of the Seven Dwarfs. (T144) There she found Snow White with her animal friends. (T145) "All alone, my pet?" said the wicked witch. (T146) "Here, take one of my lovely apples." (T147) "Thank you," said Snow White (T148) and she took a big bite. (T149) Suddenly she fell to the ground. (T150) Her eyes were closed as if in a deep sleep. (T151) "Ha!" cried the wicked witch, (T152) "My spell has worked. (T153) Snow White sleeps. (T154) I hope she sleeps for ever". (T155) The queen did not see all the animals running off into the woods. (T156) The animals ran to the cave of the Seven Dwarfs. (T157) "Something is wrong," said Doc. (T158) "Snow White must be in trouble," said Happy. (T159) The Seven Dwarfs raced home (T160) to help the princess. (T161) The wicked witch saw the dwarfs come (T162) and she began to run. (T163) She ran so fast she didn't look where she was going (T164) and that's where the end of her. (T165) The dwarfs found Snow White in a deep sleep. (T166) "Wake up," said Doc, (T167) tugging at her hand. (T168) "Wake up, (T169) please wake up," cried the others. (T170) But no matter what they did (T171) they could not wake the princess. (T172) The dwarfs made a beautiful golden bed. (T173) They put Snow White on it. (T174) Day after day they watched over her, (T175) day after day they placed flowers on her. (T176) And still the princess slept. (T177) Time passed (T178) and one day the prince came riding on his horse into the woods. (T179) He had heard of the princess who lay sleeping there on the golden bed. (T180) The handsome prince found the sleeping princess. (T181) He saw that she was more beautiful than the flowers put around her. (T182) He bent down (T183) and kissed her. (T184) Snow White opened her eyes. (T185) At last the wicked spell had been broken. (T186) She sat up (T187) smiling at the handsome princess. (T188) How the dwarfs cheered. (T189) How they laughed (T190) and they danced and sung. (T191) The Prince put Snow White on his horse (T192) and carried her off to his castle. (T193) There they were married (T194) and lived happily ever
after. (T195) And the Seven Dwarfs came to visit the castle often.

That's all right.

(T199) who baked cakes for all the other Smurfs.

(T200) "This is terrible. (T201) I'm smurfing a smurf cake for everybody (T202) and the recipe asks for eggs (T203) and we have no eggs. (T204) "I see," said Pappa Smurf. (T205) We'll have to smurf up an egg for you."

(T206) Pappa Smurf turned to Smiley Smurf and Grouchy Smurf, (T207) who happened to be smurfing by. (T208) "Will you be good smurfs (T209) and fetch an egg for a smurf cake?" (T210) "I hate cakes," said Grouchy. (T211) "But Smiley Smurf smiled. (T212) "Of course, Pappa Smurf, (T213) right away. (T214) And so Smiley Smurf and Grouchy Smurf set off. (T215) Smiley Smurf knew there was a farm a few miles away, just outside the big smurf forest.

Oh I can get up there.

"We'll smurf there in no time," he said.

(T217) But Grouchy Smurf grumbled, "I hate daytime."

(T218) When they reached the edge of the forest (T219) Smiley Smurf stopped suddenly. (T220) "Listen, (T221) do you hear do you smurf what I smurf? (T222) That noise, it sounds like a hen cackling clucking." (T223) "I hate cluck cluck," mumbled Grouchy Smurf. (T224) "Let's go," urged Smiley Smurf. (T225) *The two smurfs *Hen is

Yeah it's a hen.

sucking his

The two smurfs crept up *under the hedge

*and little chickens.

*there was a hen

*Mummy, there's a little chicken.

Yeah.

a hen (PAUSE WHILE CHILD COUGHS LOUDLY) (T227) and there're others and others and little chicks. (T228) "I hate little chicks," snarled Grouchy Smurf. (T229) "I'm sure there are eggs in the henhouse," whispered Smiley Smurf. (T230) "Come on." (T231) Wary of the hens they set out across the courtyard, (T232) but a big mummy's hen, << >> came racing towards the two smurfs <<(T233) feathers rustled, (T234) squawking with rage>>. (T235) "Discretion begins the smurfer part of valour," smiled. (T236) Smiley took a prudent retreat,
(T237) shouting "Let's smurf back!" (T238) But Grouchy had already flown through the hed hedge. (T239) Once in a relatively safe Smil Smiley said, "The only way we can *see (INAUDIBLE)"

Cd: C044 *Mum, who's falling down?
C045 What about helping up?

Wh: M046 No,
M047 he's not.
M048 *(Fall and damage them.)

The only way to smurf that egg is to dig a tunnel. (T240) "I hate digging," Grouchy said. (T241) But Smiley just said, "Oh don't be a chickenheart."

(IT5) A few miles (T242) a few minutes later, in the middle of the henhouse, a small blue hen appeared out of the whole in the ground. (T243) "Eggs, lots of lovely eggs. (T244) We can smurf one (T245) and smurf it back to Papa Smurf." (T246) But a voice came from below the tunnel, (T247) "I hate smurfing eggs." (T248) It was a it was a very very surprised hen indeed (T249) who saw an egg smurfing out of the henhouse. (T250) Too astonished to squawk, (T251) she watched (T252) as it crossed the courtyard, (T253) waddling ... the end of the long pieces of string. (T254) Of course the two smurfs were (CHILD COUGHS FOR A PROLONGED PERIOD)

M049 Finished?
Of course the two smurfs were pulling at the other end of the string. (T255) "Quick," panted Smiley Smurf. (T256) "I hope the whole flock doesn't come up chasing us." (T257) "I hate being chased," squeaked Grouchy, "especially by a flock." (T258) Not very long afterwards both smurfs were presenting the egg

Cd: C050 *Mum, the chicken's in there.

Wh: M051 Mm.

to Pappa Smurf, (T259) who cast an admiring glance (T260) and said, "Smurfing, you did a smurf job. (T261) Now I can tell Greedy Smurf he can bake our smurf cake. (T262) But as Pappa Smurf was turning away (T263) to fetch Greedy Smurf (T264) he heard a strange crackling noise coming from the shell. (T265) "What?" said Pappa Smurf. (T266) The egg was smurfing itself. (T267) "Great smurf, there is something inside. (T268) I wonder could it be ... *a chicken."

Cd: C052 *a chicken.

Wh: M051 (T269) Yes it could be. (T270) It was. (T271) A young chick popped out, a piece of its shell still over its yellow head like a funny hat. (T272) Pappa Smurf said, "Well, it's no use telling Greedy Smurf that we have smurfed an egg for him now I suppose. (T273) This smurfs it. (T274) We'll have to smurf without an egg. (T275) That's all. (T276) I'm going to lend Greedy Smurf my magic book of recipes (T277) so that that he'll smurf his best cake ever." (T278) A voice behind Pappa Smurf said, "I hate cakes anyway." (T279) Thanks to the magic cookery book (T280) Greedy Smurf was able to smurf a
wonderful looking, lustrous tasting eggless cake. (T281) Every smurf was delighted with one exception (T282) and guess who was grouching under his breath (T283) and guess what he said.

Mh: M053 Do you know who that one?
M054 Who was grouching?
M055 Grouchy Smurf?
M056 And wh what do you think he said?
M057 "I hate cakes."
M058 Didn't he?

Cd: C059 Mummy.
Mh: M060 Mm.
Cd: C061 Can you *read
Mh: M062 *No,
M063 no more
M064 'cause you gotta go to bed.
M065 But you can sit
M066 and look at these if you like.

Session 3

Mh: M001 O.K.
M002 What book are we going to read tonight?
Cd: C003 My fish one and
Mh: (T1) Jump Frog Jump
Cd: C004 And the big one.
Mh: (T2) This is the fly that climbs out of the water.
M005 See the fly?
Cd: IC01 *I can't.
Mh: M006 *It's getting out of the water.
Cd: C007 Mm.
Mh: (T3) This is the frog that was under the fly that climbed out of the water.
M008 See the frog?
Cd: C009 Yes.
Mh: M010 He was under the fly.
(T4) How did the frog catch the fly?
Cd: C011 Easy.
C012 It jumped.
Mh: (T5) Jump frog (T6) jump.
M013 The frog jumped up
M014 and caught the fly.
(T7) This is the fish that swum after the frog that was under the fly that climbed out of the water.
(T8) How did the frog get away?
Cd: C015 What did the frog *do?
Mh: M016 *Jump.
Cd: C018 Jump.
Mh: (T13) Jump, frog, (T14) jump.
That's right. The frog jumped away.

(T15) This is the turtle that slid into the pond and ate the snake that dropped from the branch and swallowed the fish that swam after the frog that was under the fly that climbed out of the water. (T16) How did the frog get away?

Jump.

(T17) Jump, frog, (T18) jump.

The frog jumped away from the turtle.

See the turtle going,

(chasing him?

(T19) This is the net that wrapped around the turtle that slid into the pond and ate the snake that dropped from the branch

Jump.

(T20) How did the frog get away?

Jump, frog, (T21) jump.

These are kids who picked up the net that wrapped around the turtle that slid into the pond and ate the snake that dropped from the branch and swallowed the fish that swam after the frog that was under the fly that climbed out of the water. (T24) How did the frog get away from the boys and girls?

Easy.

(T25) He jumped away. (T26) This is the basket put over the frog by the kids who picked up the net and... and wrapped around... that wrapped around the turtle that slid into the pond and ate the snake that dropped from the branch and swallowed the fish that swam after the frog that was under the fly that climbed out of the water. (T27) How did the frog get away from under the basket?

Easy.

Jumped.

"Shhhhh," says the little boy. (T29) Jump, frog, (T30) jump.

The little boy helped him.

See?

He's under there and the other boys are there and this nice little boy helped the frog. He wanted him to get away.

That was good, wasn't it?

Um now read this one.

(T31) The Christmas Tree Book.

(GIGGLES)
It's nearly Christmastime. Time to get the Christmas tree. Father Bear and the baby bears are going into town to buy a tree. "I think that one will do just fine," says Father Bear. Father Bear tries ... ties the tree to the car. The baby bears help. When they get home Father Bear saws off the bottom of the tree so it will fit into the tree stand. Mumma Bear waters the tree to keep it moist. "Now where are the decorations from last year?" Mumma Bear says as she pokes through the boxes in the attic. "Here's the star I made when I was a little bear," says Sister Bear. Grandma Bear helps the little bears make stars and paper chains. Grandpa Bear and Sister Bear put the lights on the tree. Then the baby bears put on popcorn strings and the paper chains.

The tree is almost finished. There is red and gold balls and little wooden horses and lots candy cane and even a Santa on a sled. Sister Bear puts a star on the very top of the tree. And now it's finished. Father Bear serves hot chocolate and they all sit down to look at the tree. Everyone feels tired but happy. "Listen to the carollers outside," said Grandma Bear. "What a nice time we've had today," says Mumma Bear. Everyone goes upstairs to bed.

The baby bears dream about Santa coming. He does come. "This is the prettiest tree I've seen yet," said Santa. In the morning the baby bears run downstairs and find the tricycles Santa has left for them. They are pleased indeed. "This is the best Christmas ever," they said.

Go to bed now? Can you read me another book? Oh ... just a short one.

Cookee Monster Tree.

We help Daddy?

Daddy fixes the attic door. He calls "Hammer please!"

"Hammer please." Benjie hands him the hammer hammer. Then Daddy says, "Sue, are you ready to help me too?" I am Sue. I am Sue so I hold out my hand to show I am ready. I bring the tin plate and Benjie
puts the old rusty nails on it. (T80) "Are you ... are you a help?" Daddy says to us. (T81) In the garden Daddy and Benjie pull out the weeds. (T82) I pull out weeds too. (T83) I see a nice little snail. (T84) When he sees me (T85) the snail puts his head under his shell. (T86) "Now we must water the plants," said Daddy. (T87) Benjie turns on the faucet. (T88) He helps Daddy water the big flowers. (T89) I water the pink geraniums with my little ... my ... my very own little watering can. (T90) "The hedges need cutting," Daddy says. (T91) Daddy picks up the shears (T92) and clip, clip, clip. (T93) The hedges is neat and tidy. (T94) Benjie gathers the clippings (T95) and throws them in the waste basket. (T96) I help. (T97) Our dog Zip needs a bath. (T98) His paws are muddy (T99) and he has some burrs on his coat. (T100) Zip does not like a bath. (T101) He runs away. (T102) Benjie and I catch him. (T103) I wash his wiggily ears. (T104) Benjie soaps his curly coat. (T105) Daddy washes Zip all over. (T106) Poor Zip. (T107) He looks so unhappy. (T108) We splash warm water all over Zip (T109) and then we rub him dry. (T110) Now Zip is nice and clean. (T111) "The kitchen fence needs a coat of paint," said Daddy. (T112) Benjie brings the paintbrush. (T113) I spread newspaper (T114) so that daddy can put the paint can on it. (T115) We can see mummy baking in the kitchen. (T116) She waves to us (T117) and says, "Hallo busy bees." (T118) Daddy dips the brush in the can of paint (T119) and paints the rail. (T120) I run (T121) to get my own little paint brush. (T122) Now I can help too. (T123) "We have a new picture to hang," calls Mummy. (T124) We all go into the living room. (T125) Benjie and I hold the picture up, (T126) Daddy puts white cord through the two rings. (T127) Daddy climbs the stepladder. (T128) I give him a hook to fix in the wall, (T129) then he goes up with the picture. (T130) "It's hanging all crooked," said Benjie. (T131) Daddy straightens the picture (T132) and says, "Thank you Benjie." (T133) Next we decide to make a bird feeder. (T134) Daddy has a wooden tray for the bottom. (T135) "I need two pieces for the sides," he says. (T136) Benjie's hand hands him the wood (T137) and Daddy saws it in two. (T138) I help Benjie keep hold (T139) while Daddy nails one piece of wood on each side of the tray. (T140) Then he nails the roof on (T141) and puts a big hook on it. (T142) I put breadcrumbs and seeds on the tray (T143) and we hang it near the kitchen window. (T144) We watch the birds eat. (T145) "Let's get some logs for the fire," said Daddy. (T146) Benjie and I push the wheelbarrow along. (T147) Daddy chops the logs (T148) and we pile them in the wheelbarrow (T149) and take them to the house. (T150) Our next job is to clean the car. (T151) Daddy takes the hose (T152) and splashes the car all over. (T153) Benjie and Daddy wipe it dry.
I help too. (T155) "Mm, we need to polish," says Daddy. (T156) Daddy polishes the front, (T157) Benjie polishes the sides (T158) and I polish the handles. (T159) "See how the car shines!" said Benjie. (T160) "I'm glad I've got such good helpers," says Daddy with a smile. (T161) Last of all we have to mend the handle on Benjie's dresser. (T162) "Where's the screwdriver?" asked Daddy. (T163) Benjie finds the screwdriver for Daddy. (T164) Daddy takes off the broken handle (T165) and screws on a new one. (T166) "Thank you Daddy," says Benjie. (T167) "Wash your hands for supper," Mummy calls. (T168) Benjie sees the nail sticking out of the bathroom door. (T169) "That must've come out (T170) before someone gets hurt," said Daddy. (T171) "I'll get the pliers," says Benjie (T172) and Daddy pulls the nail out. (T173) "What I would do without my helpers?" said ... Daddy said to Mummy. (T174) After supper we are very, very sleepy. (T175) We had such a busy day (T176) helping Daddy. (T177) Mummy tucks us in to bed (T178) and says, "Daddy and I are so pleased with our two helpers." (T179) Benjie and I are very pleased too. (T180) Helping daddy is fun.

M058 Isn't that good?
M059 What was that book all about?
M060 They helped daddy do a lot of things, didn't they?
M061 What did they help him do?
Cd: C002 I don't know.
Mh: M063 Can't you remember?
M064 They washed the car
M065 and ... hung the picture
M066 and washed Zip the dog.
M067 That was fun, wasn't it?
Cd: C007 Duck.
Mh: M068 Can you read another book?
Mh: M069 Not tonight.

Session 4

Mh: M001 This one's about Animal Noises.
Cd: C002 No,
C003 monkey.
Mh: M004 Mm.
Cd: C005 Cat.
Mh: M006 Mm.
Cd: C007 Duck.
Mh: M008 O.K.

(T1) Birds don't talk,
M009 (T2) they?
Cd: C010 Squeak, squeak.
Mh: sing.
Cd: C011 Sing.
Mh: (T3) Pigs don't sing,
M012 (T4) they?
grunt. (MAKES GRUNTING NOISES )
Mh: (T5) Mice don’t grunt, 
M013 (T6) they?
squeak.
Cd: C014 Huh.
Mh: (T7) Dogs don’t squeak, 
M015 (T8) they?
Cd: C016 Woof woof.
Mh: bark.
(T9) Cats don’t bark, 
M017 (T10) they?
Cd: C018 Miaow.
Mh: (T11) Sheep don’t miaow, 
M019 (T12) they?
Cd: C020 Baa baa *black sheep. (SINGING)
Mh: (T13) Snakes don’t baa, 
*No no no no.
M022 Sheeps just go, "Baa, baa."
Cd: C024 Shhh.
Mh: (T14) they?
hiss.
Mh: (T15) Tigers don’t hiss, 
M025 (T16) they?
Cd: C026 Growl.
Mh: M027 No.
M028 They roar.
Cd: C029 Growl.
Mh: M030 Yeah they roar.
M031 The word’s roar.
(T17) Hens don’t roar, 
M032 (T18) they?
Cd: C033 Yeah.
Mh: (T19) Ducks don’t cluck, 
M034 (T20) they?
Mh: (T21) Kookaburras don’t quack, 
Cd: C035 Quack quack quack.
M036 (T22) they?
Mh: Quack Quack.
Cd: (T23) Horses don’t horses don’t laugh, 
M038 Quack quack quack.
Mh: (T24) they?
Cd: C039 No.
M040 Kookaburras laugh.
Mh: (T25) Donkeys don’t neigh, 
M041 They go, "Hahaha"
Cd: (T26) they?
(MOTHER AND CHILD SIMULATE A KOOKABURRA’S LAUGH
TOGETHER)
Mh: (T27) Monkeys don’t bray,
(T28) They? Gibber.

Mh: *Gib gigibigee.

Cd: (T29) Animals make all kinds of noises.

Mh: Can you remember some of the animals there?

Cd: Monkey.

Mh: Yeah.

Cd: Dog.

Mh: What noise does a monkey make? (T30) But I talk, (T31) I sing (T32) and I laugh. Who does who sings, talks and laughs?

Mh: People do.

Cd: Can you remember some of the horses?

Mh: I mean the ... some of the animals?

Cd: *And what noises they make?

Mh: No.

Cd: What does a horse do?

Mh: What's that one?

Cd: *Snake.

Mh: *What animal does that?

Mh: A snake.

Mh: What what does a ... a ... pig do?

Cd: I don't know.

Mh: Honk honk.

Cd: Can you remember some of the horses?

Mh: What does a mouse do?

Cd: I don't know.

Mh: Mice do?

Cd: Squeak. (Makes squeaking noises)

Mh: *Who does who sings, talks and laughs?

Cd: People do.

Mh: Can you remember some of the horses?

Cd: I'll read you one more.

Mh: I'll read you one more. (LONG PAUSE WHILE MOTHER GETS ANOTHER BOOK.)

Cd: What about *The cookie monster and the cookie tree?*

Mh:anonymous. Yeah, and he get fat.

Mh: *There's a witch

Cd: Oh I dunno.

Mh: *It's Cookie Monster's tree.

(T33) One day, << >> a witch << >> was out in the forest <<<(T34) it was a Tuesday (T35) but that doesn't matter>> <<(T36) who wasn't a very clever witch (T37) and that doesn't matter>> (T38) visiting her cookie tree. (T39) "Hi there," said the witch to the tree. (T40) "Oh, it's you again," said the tree.

(T31) Yeah.

Mh: No, IM02 it's

Mh: You listen.
The witch was very fond of her cookie tree. She was also very selfish. "Oh, I'm the witch with the cookie tree and all these cookies are just for me," said the witch. She was just about to eat a cookie when all of a sudden she saw trouble coming. "Oh oh, the Cookie Monster." Now to you and me the Cookie Monster might not seem like trouble. But for someone who has a cookie tree it's a different story. The witch decided she'd better cast a magic spell on the tree so that it wouldn't let the Cookie Monster have another cookie. "By the light of the moon and the hoppy toad's hair only give cookies to people who share," I don't know about this, something always goes wrong with your spells," said the tree. Then the witch hid in the bushes to see if her spell would work. "Oh, listen to the birdies and look at these trees!" Cookie Monster could hardly believe his eyes. "Cookie tree," he wondered. He went very close for a better look. "Looks like cookies," he said. He listened to 'em. "Sounds like cookies," he said. He smelt one. "Smell like cookies." He touched one. "Feel like cookies." Then he tried to taste one. The tree pulled out all the cookies out of his reach. "Hey, what're you doing?" The tree told him, "I'm a magic tree and I only give cookies to people who will share them." "That's silly," said Cookie Monster. "Me not share cookies," "No," said the tree. "That's the rule; you have to have someone to share with." "Oh all right," said Cookie Monster. "Me go and get someone to share cookies with. You wait here, don't go away." "It worked! He'll never find anyone to share cookies with him. No one will believe he really wants to share." The Cookie Monster ran all the way back to Sesame Street where he saw his friend Hairy Monster. "Hairy," he said, "ol' furry, ol' pal, come with me to cookie tree. Hurry. We need someone to share with." But Hairy did not believe him. "Share? You're the Cookie Monster, you never share cookies. I know better than that to fall for one of your old tricks." Bye bye. Next the Cookie Monster saw Big Bird. "Oh Big Bird," he said, "you want some cookie?" Big Bird didn't believe him either. "What, you feeling all right, Cookie Monster?" Cookie Monster was getting discouraged but he said, "Me not give up." Meanwhile back at the cookie tree the witch was having problems of her
own. (T108) When she tried to take a cookie (T109) the tree said to her, "Stop, (T110) you can't have one. (T111) You told me to give cookies to people who will share them." (T112) "But I didn't mean me," said the witch. (T113) "You made the rules. (T114) I told you something always goes wrong with your spell." (T115) "That's ridiculous," said the witch. (T116) And what about Cookie Monster? (T117) Well he was still trying to find someone to share the cookies with. (T118) "Ernie please help. (T119) Me need someone to share cookies. (T120) Ol' pal Ernie, please?" (T121) "What? (T122) You don't share cookies. (T123) You take everybody else's discouraged." (T124) Now Cookie Monster was even more discouraged. (T125) "Oh please," he said. (T126) "Somebody believe me." (T127) But no-one did. (T128) "Wonderful. (T129) That is wonderful. (T130) One ridiculous story you have told me. (T131) Tell me another one (T132) and I will count it. (T133) Ha ha ha." (T134) "This is the silliest thing I've ever heard." (T135) "The Cookie Monster sharing?" (T136) "Oh Grover, oh Grover knows you are joking. (T137) Cookie Monster, is that very funny, (T138) because you never share cookies." (T139) "I hate cookies." (T140) So feeling sad and hungry, (T141) the Cookie Monster walked back through the forest (T142) to see if the cookie tree would change his mind. (T143) And what was the witch doing all this time? (T144) She was still trying to get a cookie. (T145) "Oh come on you pesky tree, (T146) I'm going to make you into a pencil (T147) if you don't give me a cookie." (IT2) You said *give
*Mum
little John says 'Pest'
and I'm not allowed *to.
*No.
"You said to give cookies only to people who will share them." (T149) When Cookie Monster heard the witch and the tree arguing (T73) he went (T150) he knew who had caused *all the trouble.
They're all sharing now.
*Look.
(INAUDIBLE)
"Oh ho. (T152) You the person who told tree not to give cookies (T153) except to share? (T154) That dumb thing to do." (T155) "You're not kidding. (T156) Now I can't get any cookies either." (T157) The Cookie Monster had an idea. (T158) "Hey you and me can share cookie," he told the witch. (T159) "Say," she said, (T160) "that so crazy it just might work." (T161) So they tried it. "(T162) OK. (T163) Hand it over cookie," (T164) "You promise to share?" (T165) "We'll share already. (T166) Come on." (T167) "OK," said the tree. (T168) *And he
*See?
lowered his branches, Cookie Monster took a cookie and broke it into two pieces, one for himself and one for the witch. And then they shared it. "This piece for you." "Thank you." "He want more, what you think?" "Sure, why not?" "Here, one for you witchie and one for me. Wait. This one not look right to eat. This one look OK. Let me taste it first." "Hey slow down, take it easy. Hey! What about me? Come on."

"Why didn't I raise radishes?" said the witch.

M100 What'd Cookie Monster do?
Cd: C101 Eat all of the cookies.
Mh: M102 Yes he did, didn't he?
M103 He took'em all from the witch.
Cd: C104 And it wasn't the witch tree.
Mh: M105 Yeah it was the witch's tree.
M106 But the um witch put a spell on it, didn't she?
Session 1

Mh: M001 OK?
(T1) Peter Pan and Wendy.
M002 It's a Walt Disney book.
(T2) Once upon a time there were three children, 
Wendy, John and Michael Darling by name.
M003 How many?
M004 Can you count them?
Cd: C005 One, two, three.
Mh: M006 That's right.
Cd: C007 Four.
C008 *Four.
Mh: M009 *No.
M010 that's him over there.
M011 Look.
Cd: C012 Oh.
Mh: (T3) They liked bedtime (T4) because every night in 
the nursery Wendy told stories about Peter Pan.
(T5) Peter is a little boy who decided never to grow 
up.
M013 There she is reading,
M014 telling them stories.
(T6) He lives in a far away Neverland, full of 
adventure and fun.
M015 There she's got him on her lap.
M016 What's he holding? little?
M017 What's that?
Cd: C018 Teddy bear.
Mh: M019 Yeah a little Teddy bear.
M020 Mm.
M021 And look who's at the window.
M022 *Ah
Cd: C023 *Peter Pan.
Mh: M024 Yeah,
M025 and the little fairy.
M026 Listening to what she's saying.
(T7) The children loved to hear stories about him,
(T8) and Peter Pan himself, with the fairy 
Tinkerbell, would come flying down (T9) and sit 
upon the nursery windowsill (T10) to hear the 
stories. (T11) One night Peter asked the children 
to come with him to the Neverland. (T12) Wendy was 
delighted, (T13) and Peter taught them how to fly. 
(T14) It was as easy as one, two, three. (T15) All 
it took was a wish and a pinch of pixiedust. (T16) 
And a little practice too.
M027 Look at them flying.
M028 That would be fun, wouldn't it, 
M029 to fly.
Cd: C030 Oh look at him holding *his teddy bear.
Mh: M031 *Yeah he's holding onto his 
teddy bear.
M032 And what's down down below 'em?
M033 Little island.
M034 And what's that in the harbour?
Cd: C035 That's their boat.
Mh: M036 That's a boat.
(T17) Then out the nursery window they flew, (T18) and away to the Neverland. (T19) The Neverland was a wonderful place, an island in a nameless sea. (T20) There were fairies, (T21) living in the treetops. (T22) There were mermaids, (T23) swimming in a lagoon. (T24) There were real red Indians in a village on a cliff. (T25) There were woods full of wild animals. (T26) Best of all there was a ship full of pirates. (T27) Wicked ones, with a specially wicked leader, Captain Hook.
M037 How many mermaids sitting there?
Cd: C038 One, two, three, four.
Mh: M039 That's right.
(T28) Wendy, John and Michael knew at first sight that they would love the Neverland. (T29) And they did. (T30) They liked Peter's wonderful underground house, with lots of hidden doorways in a great big hollow tree. (T31) There they met the lost boys, (T32) who shared Peter's home, (T33) and the boys were delighted that Wendy had come to tell them bedtime stories to them.
M040 See them there?
(T34) But they did not spend much time in that underground house. (T35) There were too many exciting things to do. (T36) Sometimes they played at war with the Red Indians, (T37) who were really their very good friends.
M041 See?
M042 They're dancing, aren't they?
M043 Round in a circle.
(T38) Sometimes they had trouble with the wicked pirates, (T39) who were their enemies. (T40) One day the pirates stole away the Princess Tigerlily of the Indian tribe. (T41) The Indian chief, her father, was all upset. (T42) But Peter Pan rescued Tigerlily (T43) and brought her safely home again. (T44) That made Captain Hook, the leader of the pirates, madder at Peter Pan than he had ever been. (T45) "I'll catch that Pan (T46) if it's the last thing I'll do," he vowed. (T47) And he laid a wicked plan. (T48) He kidnapped Wendy, John and Michael and all the lost boys (T49) while Peter was away (T50) and he took them to his Pirate ship.
M044 Well what did he do to them?
M045 He tied them all up, didn't he?
Cd: C046
Mh: M046
(T51) "Now, my fine fellows," said Captain Hook (T52) when he had the boys and Wendy on his ship. (T53) "Which will it be? (T54) Will you all turn pirates, (T55) or do you want to walk the plank (T56) and fall kersplash! into the sea?" (T57) "I guess we'll turn pirates," said the boys, (T58) but Wendy would have none of that. (T59) "I think you should be ashamed of yourselves," she said. (T60) "Peter Pan will rescue us." (T61) And she was
right. (T62) For at the last minute Peter Pan appeared. (T63) He beat Captain Hook in a good, fair fight, (T64) and he freed everyone of his friends. (T65) They scared those bad pirates (T66) into jumping overboard (T67) and rowing away in their boat.

M047 Look at them jumping over.

Cd: C048 It's their other boat.

Mh: M049 Mm.

(T68) "Hooray," cried Pan. (T69) "Now the pirate ship is ours!" (T70) "Where shall we sail to?" cried the boys. (T71) "It's time we went home," Wendy said. (T72) "If you must go home, (T73) we'll sail here," said Peter Pan. (T74) With a wish and a pinch of pixie dust they made that pirate ship fly. (T75) And away they all sailed on that ship, through the sky to the nursery window again. (T76) The children's parents could scarcely believe that their children had been to the Neverland. (T77) But Wendy, John and Michael, << >> never forgot Peter Pan <<(T78) even when they grew up>>.

M050 There they are.

M051 Looking out the window.

Session 2

Mh: 

(T1) The Animal Parade. (T2) Judy Hindley and Colin King.

Cd: C001 Book.

Mh: M002 Yeah that's the name of the book.

(T3) Animals marching *one by one.

Cd: C003 *one by one.

Mh: (T4) The elephant *played on a thundering **drum.

Cd: C004 *(MURMURS IN ACCOMPANIMENT)

Mh: **drum.

Cd: C005 *(T5) One, one *one.

Mh: *One.

Mh: M006 Count them.

Cd: C007 (T6) *One, one, one.

Mh: *One, one, one.

Cd: C008 Mm.

Mh: M009 Two ones.

Cd: C010 (T7) Animal marching *two by two.

Mh: *Two by two.

Cd: C011 Zoo.

Mh: (T8) Ostriches following kangaroos. (T9) I think they escaped from a neighbouring zoo.

Cd: C012 (T10) Two, two, *two, (T11) did you?

Mh: *Two (MURMURS)

Cd: C013 (T12) Two, two *two.

Mh: *two.

Cd: C014 Did you?

Mh: C015 (T13) Animals marching *three by three.

Cd: *three by three.
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Arriving as far as the eye can see. (T15) Two for you and one for *me.

(T16) Three, three, *three.

(T17) Three, three, *three.

(T18) Animals marching four by *four, (T19) more and more and more and more.

(T20) Shut the door, (T21) don’t let them *in.

(T22) Four, four, four.

(T23) And now there are animals (T24) coming by five. (IT1) All at our our ... (T25) oh all out of line (T26) and beginning to jive. (T27) Yes I think there are five, (T28) snakes alive!

(T29) And here come another lot, (T30) can it be six? (T31) Close the windows, (T32) what if they come to our house, (T33) quick, quick. (T34) Too many for dinner, (T35) too many for tea, (T36) too many for you, (T37) too many for me. (T38) One, two, three ... four, five, six. (T39) And now they’re arriving by seven, by seven. (T40) Oh help! (T41) Oh heaven! (T42) I’m sure there are seven.

*One, two, three, four, five. *One, two, three, four, five.
(T43) Animals march *ing by eight, by eight.

(C051) *ing by eight, by eight.

(T44) Some of them early (T45) and some of them late. (T46) But all coming *round at a terrible rate.

(C052) *round at a terrible rate.

(T47) Running and jumping and jiving and sliding and circling round our house. (T48) Look! (T49) Stop them quick, (T50) before its too late.

M053 Ready?

M054 *One two three four five six seven eight.

(C055) *One two three four five six seven eight.

(T51) And now they're beginning to *come by nines.

(C056) *come by nine.

M057 *One two three four five six seven eight.

(T52) There seem to be more of them all the ti*me.

C057 *time.

M058 Ready?

M059 *One two three four five six seven eight nine.

(C060) *two three four five six seven eight nine.

(T53) Animals *marching by ten, by ten.

(C061) *marching by ten, by ten.

M054 *Come by nine.

(T54) Surrounded our house. (T55) And what happened then? (T56) Well we went down*stairs

(C062) *stairs

M057 *One two three four five six seven eight nine.

(T57) And we said, "Go away, (T58) get out, (T59) scram, (T60) go away, (T61) get out, (T62) scram!" (T63) And the animals all went back again.

(C063) *Except for one.

M064 *And when we go back, can you read backwards?

M065 *Ten.

C067 *One.

M068 No

M069 You've got to go backwards.

M070 T*en, nine eight seven six five four three two.

C071 *en, nine eight seven six five four three two.

M072 What's after two?

C073 One.

M074 Mm.

C075 One is missing, wasn't there?

M076 Yeah. There he is.

(T64) But we let the last one stay. (MOTHER AND CHILD LAUGH)

C078 Mm.

M079 That's why they didn't have one.

M080 And here's the numbers.

M081 Ready?

C082 One two three four five six seven eight nine ten.

(M083) And backwards?

C084 Ten nine eight seven six five four three two one.

M085 There you go.

C086 One two.
The road runner. (T2) Mid-mesa marathon. (T3) Little Golden Book. (T4) The fleet-footed road runner, speedus demoneus, was dashing through the desert. (T5) Suddenly he spied a big sign (T6) and he screeched to a stop (T7) to see what it said.

There it is.

(T8) The mid-mesa marathon.

*(MURMURS, APPARENTLY IN IMITATION OF HIS MOTHER'S READING)*

(T9) Twenty six miles from buzzards boot to Vulture Valley. (T10) Sponsored by mid-mesa roadrunner's club Saturday morning at nine o'clock, (T11) come one, (T12) come all.

They're having a race

and he wants to be in it.

There he is.

(T13) "That's the race for me," the roadrunner thought. (T14) "I can hardly wait for Saturday". (T15) The ever-hungry wily coyote, Appetitus Giganticus, came skulking through the sand a few minutes later. (T16) He spotted the very same sign. (T17) "This is the race for me," he thought. (T18) "I can hardly wait for Saturday".

And look.

They've got signs on numbers on their shirts and one on his top.

What number is that one?

One.

and what's he got?

One.

One.

Two ones.

And now they've changed.

He's got an O on the back of his, hasn't he?

And what's he got?

That's a half, see,

it's got a one stroke two,

which means half.

Bright and early Saturday morning the Roadrunner ran to Buzzard's Butte but there wasn't another bird to be seen at the starting line. The judge explained that the Mid-Mesa Roadrunner's Club was for humans only.

You know what humans means?

That's me and you.

We're humans

and he's an animal.

The judge ... The roadrunner was very upset. (T23) He didn't even notice that one of the human runners had unusually long ears and suspiciously long teeth.

Which was coyote, wasn't it?

The judge could see that the roadrunner was truly disappointed. (T25) He agreed to let the bird
run the marathon just for fun. (T26) He gave the roadrunner a special number to wear in the race. (T27) At the stroke of nine o'clock the race began. (T28) The starter shot his pistol (T29) and off went the runners.

M026 See him there?
M027 And off he goes.
M028 Look at all the smoke behind him,
M029 from running really fast.

(T30) The Roadrunner quickly took the lead. (T31) He looked back over his right shoulder (T32) to make sure no-one was gaining on him. (T33) Had he looked to his left (T34) he would have seen an interesting sight. (T35) One of the racers was running the wrong way. (T36) He was a strange looking fellow with unusually long ears and sus...sus...suspiciously long teeth.

M030 He's cheating, isn't he?
(T37) Wily Coyote's shortcut put him miles ahead of the runners. (T38) That gave him plenty of time to do his dirty work.

M031 Look what he's doing.
M032 He's put a brick wall there
M033 and he painted on it
M034 to make it look like a road
M035 so << >> he'll hit it, won't he?
M036 <<when he comes to it>>
M037 Oh but look what happened!
M038 He went straight through it. (LAUGHS)
(T39) And the roadrunner ran on.

M039 There's a little sign saying "Vulture Valley 15 miles".
(T40) But Wily Coyote was not about to give up. (T41) He had already run more miles than he cared to count. (T42) Now that hungry coyote was hungrier than ever (T43) and that made him even wiler than usual. (T44) This time he vowed he'd catch that tasty bird.

M040 Look at him carrying the rock up.
M041 He's sneaky, isn't he?
M042 Hm?

Cd: C043 Yup.

Mh: (T45) As he waited impatiently atop the cliff, (T46) Wily Coyote could almost taste that tasty bird. (T47) And the roadrunner ran on.

M044 He missed.
M045 Look. (LAUGHS)
Cd: C046 What did it fall on?
Mh: M047 I don't know.
M048 It fell on him.
M049 Look.
M050 The thing broke
M051 and it fell on him.
M052 See his hat?

(T48) Still that stubborn coyote would not give up. (T49) He had a foolproof plan. (T50) He dangled a rope from a cactus. (T51) When he heard the
roadrunner coming, (T52) he hid behind a big rock. (T53) And the roadrunner ran on. (LAUGHS)

M053 It was a truck, wasn't it, instead of the coy ... ah ... roadrunner.

Cd: C054 'Cause the roadrunner *goes right under.
Mh: IM01 *Yeah he's waiting for
M055 See,
M056 'cause the roadrunner goes "beep, beep".
M057 But he heard "Beep, beep"
M058 but it was the truck. (LAUGHS)

(T54) Old Wily Coyote was finally thinking of giving up (T55) as he came to the town of Vulture Valley. (T56) But a short way from the finish line he had another great idea.

M059 Ah, look what he's seen,
M060 bird seed. (LAUGHS)

Cd: C061 So that all the birds will eat it.
Mh: M062 Yeah.
M063 What is he up to?

(T57) As he came out of the Acme Pet Supply store, (T58) Wily Coyote felt sure that his plan would not backfire. (T59) He would set a tempting trap (T60) and lure that beeping bird right into the frying pan.

M064 Look.
M065 He's made a trail of birdseed,
M066 see,
M067 and it comes right to him.

(T61) As he waited impatiently behind a boulder, (T62) Wily Coyote could almost taste that tasty bird.

M068 Ah look.
M069 It was an eagle. (LAUGHS)
M070 A big vulture,
M071 that was eating the birdseed
M072 and grabbed him.

(T63) And the roadrunner ran on and on and across the finish line.

M073 There he is.
M074 He won.

(T64) Roadrunner was the first racer to cross the finish line. (T65) His special prizes were a big box of birdseed and a t-shirt. (T66) When he put on the shirt (T67) everyone cheered. (T68) The roadrunner beeped his thanks (T69) before speeding off across the desert towards home.

M075 That was good, wasn't it?

Session 4

Mh:

(T1) Santa's Toyshop. (T2) Walt Disney.

M001 There's Santa.

(T3) Way up north in the land of ice and snow stands a cosy little house, (T4) and beside the front door hangs a neat little sign. (T5) 'S. Claus' says the
sign (T6) because that is who lives there, Santa Claus.

M002 Look at the house.
M003 Isn't it nice?
M004 And look.
M005 There're his little elves, his helpers.
M006 And the skis.
M007 Look at all the letters in his mail box.
M008 A lot of letters, isn't there?

Cd: C009 Yeah.

Mh: (T7) Mrs Santa Claus lives there too, of course.

(T8) She keeps house for Santa Claus and for all the elves who work in Santa's toyshop.

M010 Look what she's making.
M011 Biscuits.

(T9) And what a busy place that toyshop is.

M012 Look at all the elves.

(T10) In the doll department
M013 Look.
M014 They're making all dolls.
M015 Isn't that good?

and the train department
M016 See,
M017 they're making all toys for Christmas, aren't they?
M018 Hey?

Cd: C019 Yep.

Mh: and the game and building set department
M020 Look at all the games.
M021 Look at the little blocks. (LAUGHS)

Cd: C022 Yep.

Mh: and dozens of departments up and down the halls

happy little Christmas elves are busy all year long,

(T11) making and trying out the toys.

M023 That'd be fun, wouldn't it?
M024 Play with *all the toys.

Cd: C025 *Play with these buttons.

Mh: M026 Yeah big blocks.
M027 But see,
M028 they're only little, the elves.
M029 They're only little people.
M030 See?

Cd: C031 They're only little.

Mh: (T12) Oh, everyone is busy in Santa's toyshop.

(T13) But Santa Claus is busiest of all. (T14) He shows the dollmakers how to paint on smiles.

M032 See?
M033 He's painting on the doll.

Cd: C034 There's her blank face.

Mh: M035 Yeah.

(T15) "I'll take a day off soon," says Santa Claus,

(T16) "and play". (T17) But letters keep coming from boys and girls (T18) wanting talking dolls and cowboy boots, rocking horses and firemen suits.

(T19) "I'm just too busy," Santa Claus sometimes says. (T20) "I never have time to play with the toys."

M036 See?
M037 He got all the letters.
And most of those children have been so good. 
Santa has to do his best to please them. 
So the days whizz by in Santa's toyshop and soon it is Christmas Eve again, (T26) and Santa Claus has still not played with a single toy.

That is a day before Christmas. 
"Oh jumping Jack!" said Santa Claus last Christmas Eve as Mrs. Claus buttoned up his warm red coat. 
"Now I have to give all these toys away and I never will get to try out any." 
But Mrs. Claus whispered something into Santa's ear and he left the house chuckling to himself. 
Then all night long around the world they flew and Santa dropped down chimneys with his load of toys or slipped in doors or windows where the chimney didn't fit.

That's where he takes all the kids the toys. 
And the reindeers? 
Look at the big bag of toys in there for all the kids that were good.

The load grew lighter in the sleigh as they went and at last Santa Claus was slipping down the chimney into the very last house on his list. 
There he found a Christmas tree all set up and he put the final touches on it and lit all the lights.

Like our Christmas tree, isn't it? 
We had a nice one, didn't we?

A little bit different.

He found a plate of cookies and a glass of milk with a note that said, 'For Dear Santa Claus', so he sat himself down and had a bite of lunch. Then he unpacked the toys as he always does but he did not hurry right away, not this time, no.

Look at all the toys.

Why are they having all the toys?

He set up the new electric train and sent it speeding around the track and through the tunnel.

He's playing with all the toys, isn't he? 
He sent the model aeroplane spinning around the Christmas tree and he built a whole village with Christmas blocks. 
He toasted one last cookie on the little toy stove and rocked the new doll baby fast asleep to the tune of the new music box. 
When Santa Claus had tried out
every Christmas toy (T62) back home he flew in his magical sleigh.

M057 See?
M058 How many reindeers are there?
M059 Can you count them?
Cd: C060 Um one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight.
Mh: M061 Eight.
M062 That's good.

(T63) He found Mrs Santa Claus waiting, of course. (T64) "Well how did it go my dear?" she asked. (T65) "Splendidly," chuckled Santa Claus. (T66) "Never in all these years have I had such fun. (T67) I did as you suggested (T68) and stopped at the last house," (T69) and he whispered the children's names in his in her ear. (T70) Do you think he might pick your house to stop at this year?
M063 Oh and that's it.
M064 The end.
(T1) Where the Wild Things Are.  
(T2) The night Max wore his wolf suit and made mischief of one kind and another his mother called him 'Wild Thing' (T3) and Max said, "I'll eat you up." (T4) So he was sent to bed (T5) without eating anything.

M001 There he is.
M002 Look.
M003 In his room.
M004 The door closed.
M005 By himself.
(T6) That very night

Cd: C006 Ah.
Mh: in Max's room a forest grew
M007 Look at it.
M008 All the trees up in the roof and grew and grew (T7) until his ceiling hung with vines (T8) and the walls became the world around him.
M009 Look at his room now.
M010 What can you see in his room?
Cd: C011 Nothing.
Mh: M012 You can't see anything?
M013 What's this?
Cd: C014 Tree.
C015 dey ... trees.
Mh: M016 Yeah.
IM01 his room's
M017 Look.
M018 There's lots of trees and vines.
M019 And they make his wall now.
M020 That's his room.
M021 How would you like a room like that?
Cd: C022 I don't even want a room.
Mh: M023 Pardon?
Cd: C024 I don't want a room like that.
Mh: M025 You don't want a room like that.
M026 Okay.

(T9) And an ocean tumbled by with a private boat for Max (T10) and he sailed off through the night and day
M027 There he is.
M028 In his sailing boat.
and in and out of weeks and almost over a year to where the wild things are.
M029 Oh got a page missing there.
(T11) Staring into all the yellow eyes (T12) without blinking once (T13) and they were frightened (T14) and called him the most wild thing of all.
M030 There they are.
M031 Look.
M032 Can you see them?
M033 Do you think they look wild?
M034 Do you think they look wild?
M035 Why?
Cd: C036 Because.
Mh: M037 Why don't they look very nice?
Cd: C038 Because they scary.
Mh: M039 Why are they scary?
M040 You tell me.
Cd: M041 'Cause they got claws and teeth.
Mh: M042 Claws and big teeth yeah.
M043 They don't look very nice,
M044 and look at their eyes.
M045 What are they doing?
Cd: C046 I don't like those.
Mh: M047 No.
M048 They're bulging eyes, aren't they?
(T15) and made him king of all the wild things.
(T16) "And now," cried Max, "let the wild rumpus
start."
M049 Look at them all.
M050 Dancing around in the night.
M051 Hanging on the trees.
M052 There's Max,
M053 riding one of the wild things.
Cd: C054 Mm.
Mh: M055 What do you think about that?
Cd: C056 Huh.
Mh: M057 Good?
Cd: C058 I want to have another one after that.
M059 Can I turn to the other one on the tape recorder?
Mh: M060 Can we finish this story?
Cd: C061 Yeah.
Mh: (T17) "Now stop," Max said (T18) and sent the wild
things off to bed without their supper. (T19) And
Max the king of all wild things was lonely (T20) and
wanted to be where someone loved him best of all.
M062 Where do you think that would be, Simon?
Cd: C063 At his mummy.
Mh: M064 At his mummy's house?
M065 I wonder.
(T21) Then all around from far away across the world
he smelled good things to eat (T22) so he gave up
being king of where the wild things are. (T23) But
the wild things cried, "Oh please don't go. (T24)
We'll eat you up, (T25) we love you so." (T26) And
Max said, "No." (T27) The wild things roared their
terrible roars, (T28) and gnashed their terrible
teeth
M066 Do you know what "gnashed their terrible teeth"
means?
Cd: C067 No.
Mh: M068 They go like that. (MAKES GNASHING SOUND WITH HER
TEETH)
M069 Oh they were really angry.
(T29) and rolled their terrible eyes
M070 Look.
(T30) and showed their terrible claws. (T31) But
Max Max stepped into his private boat (T32) and
waved goodbye. (T33) And sailed back over a year,
and in and out of weeks, and through a day, and into
the night of his very own room, (T34) where he found his supper waiting for him

M071 There we are.
M072 He's got home.
M073 What's at home?
Cd: C074 His supper.
IC02 And
Mh: M075 Yeah.
M076 Do you think he's happy to be home?
M077 Mm?
M078 You do?
M079 Yeah I think he is too.
Cd: C080 What's that?
Mh: M076 Yeah.
Cd: C082 Oh.
(T35) and it was all hot.
M083 All right did you like that story?
Cd: IC03 Can I tur ... turn
Mh: M084 Did you like that story?
Cd: C085 Yes.
C086 Can I have another turn of the the other one?
C087 Can I?

Session 2

Mh: M001 We'll read some of these poems from this book called *Unreal Banana Peel.*
(T1) Pardon me for being rude, (T2) it was not me, (T3) it was my food. (T4) It got so lonely down below (T5) it just came up (T6) to say "Hello".

Cd: C002 Hello.
Mh: M003 What does that mean?
Cd: C004 I don't know.
Mh: M005 I'll say it again.
(T7) Pardon me for being rude, (T8) it was not me, (T9) it was my food. (T10) It got so lonely down below (T11) it just came up (T12) to say "Hello."

Cd: IC01 *That
Mh: M006 *Know what he did?
Cd: C007 **Uh.
Mh: M008 **He had a burp.
Cd: C009 Oh.
Mh: M010 Mm.
(T13) Cow was sitting on a railway track, (T14) its heart was all aflutter. (T15) Train came roll ca train came rolling round the bend. (T16) Now she's milk and butter.
M011 I didn't read that very well, did I?
(T17) Cow was sitting on a railway track, (T18) its heart was up all aflutter. (T19) Train came rolling round the bend, (T20) now she's milk and butter.
M012 I'll read this one?
(T21) Jenny, Jenny in the tub, (T22) mother forgot to put in the plug. (T23) Goodness gracious, (T24) bless my soul, (T25) there goes Jenny down the hole.
Cd: C013 Uh!
Mh:  *(LAUGHS)*
M014 What happened there?
M015 Hey?
Cd: C016 *Oh
Mh: M017 *What happened to Jenny?
Cd: C018 She went down the hole.
Mh: M019 Mm.
M020 What do you think this one's about, Simon?
M021 Look.
Cd: C022 I don't know.
Mh: M023 What can you see?
Cd: C024 Nothing.
Mh: M025 You can't see anything?
Cd: C026 Mm.
Mh: M027 What's that?
M028 Will we read about it?
Cd: C029 Yes.

(T26) A dog saw a sausage upon the kitchen floor,
(T27) the cook saw him eat it (T28) and hit him on
the jaw. (T29) Now all the little puppies were very
sad that night, (T30) they built a little tombstone,
(T31) and on it they did write "A doggie found a
sausage."
M030 That's a ... funny poem, isn't it?
M031 Mm read some other ones. (MURMURS)
(T32) They tell me there's fish in the ocean, (T33)
they tell me there's fish in the sea. (T34) I buy
my fish in the fish shop, (T35) so it all sounds
fishy to me.
M032 You tell me which one you'd like me to read
M033 as I turn the page.
Cd: C034 That one.
Mh: M035 This one?
Cd: C036 *Yeah.
Mh:  *(T36) *Under a spreading chestnut tree stood a
vicious bull, (T37) waiting (T38) for a lunatic to
give his tail a pull.
M037 What's a lunatic?
Cd: C038 I don't know.
Mh: M039 Someone that's crazy.
M040 Oh.
M041 Do you like this book?
Cd: C042 Had enough of it now.
Mh: M043 You've had enough of it?
IM02 *Do you
Cd: C044 *I want to read that one.
Mh: M045 Which one?
Cd: IC03 Of
CO46 Wait
C047 till we get to the end.
Mh: M048 Wait
M049 till we get to the end.
Cd: C050 Yeah,
C051 and then and then stop it,
IC04 then and then and there and then there
IC05 and then that's how it would *that's how it
Oh, don’t worry about the tape recorder.

(T39) It’s raining, (T40) it’s pouring, (T41) the old man is snoring. (T42) He went to bed and bumped his head, (T44) and couldn’t get up in the morning.

(T45) I eat my peas with honey, (T46) I’ve done it all my life. (T47) It makes the peas taste funny but it keeps them on my knife. (T49) Cow kicked Nelly in the belly in the barn. (T50) Didn’t do her any good, (T51) didn’t do her any harm.

Here’s one.

(T52) Fat and Skinny climbed a tree, (T53) Fat fell down the lavatory. (T54) Skinny went down and pulled the chain, (T55) and Fat was never seen again.

(T57) My father is a butcher, (T58) my mother cuts the meat, (T59) and I’m the little frankfurt that runs around the street. (T60) Row row row your boat gently down the stream. (T61) Putt putt putt putt, (T62) you’re out of gasoline.

What does that mean?

I don’t know.

You tell me what you think it means.

Row row your boat gently down the stream.

Putt putt putt putt, you’re out of gasoline.

uh putt putt ... uhh oline.

What do you think that means?

Putt putt putt putt, you’re out of gasoline.

The boat’s stopped.

What’s happened?

What’s he run out of?

*Engine.

We don’t call it gasoline.

**Engine.

What does ... what does mummy put in her car to make it go?

Petrol.

Petrol yeah.

(T68) She stood on the bridge at midnight, (T69) her lips were all aquiver. (T70) She gave a cough, (T71) her legs fell off and floated down the river.

There they are.

Look.

See her leg?

Psssuu. (WHISTLING NOISE)
Down the river.

(T73) Engine engine, number nine, on its way to Clementine. (T74) If the train comes off the track, (T75) well I get my money back.

I like that one, do you?

No.

Here's one.

(T76) Mother's meeting, (T77) fathers invited, (T78) children can come (T79) if they don't get excited, (T80) admission free, (T81) pay at the door, (T82) seats all round, (T83) sit on the floor.

Oh we'll have to try and find a funny one.

You like the funny ones, don't you?

Mm.

Hey?

Mmm.

That one.

This one.

Er fun is that a funny one?

Oh listen to it.

(T84) One night, (T85) out late, (T86) boy girl, (T87) garden gate, (T88) father comes, (T89) big boots, (T90) boy screams, (T91) girl scoots.

Ho he's angry, isn't he?

(T92) I one a dead horse, (T93) I two a dead horse, (T94) I three a dead horse, (T95) I four a dead horse, (T96) I five a dead horse, (T97) I six a dead horse, (T98) I seven a dead horse, (T99) I ate a dead horse. (T100) You must have been hungry.

Sick of this book?

Mm yes.

I want to read a more on the tape recorder.

(T101) A ring is round, (T102) it has no end, (T103) and that's how long I'll be your friend.

Wow.

You know how long that is?

(T104) A ring is round, (T105) it has no end, (T106) and that's how long I'll be your friend.

No.

That means I'll be your friend for ever and ever.

As long as I can.

(T107) There was a spider on the wall, (T108) it had a leg (T109) and that is all.

Well.

That's enough, isn't it, from that book?

Yep.

What are we going to tape now?
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danger. (T1) There has been an accident. (T2) Someone has been hurt. (T3) The ambulance is rushing to the hospital.

(T4) Can you see the light flashing on the ambulance?

Can you?

That's it.

(T5) It is also sounding its siren.

What's its siren?

That's that thing at the back.

What noise does a siren make?

Beep.

Bigger noise than that.

Oh.

(MAKES TYPICAL SIREN SOUND)

Why ... why does it have a siren?

Because ... it's an ambulance.

No.

Why do you think it, er, an ambulance needs a siren?

Why might it need a siren?

Why don't we need sirens on our cars?

Why does an ambulance have to have one?

Because they go to hospital.

They're in a hurry, aren't they?

They need to alert people to get out of their way.

So they can go very quickly.

(T6) At night the police rescue truck uses its powerful light. (T7) Afterwards the light is lowered down into the truck. (T8) The police are helping to rescue people. (T9) They are directing the traffic (T10) and putting out signs.

Can you see the policemen?

Where are they?

(T11) Policemen are directing the traffic, (T12) and putting out signs.

You see the men putting out some signs?

That's right.

And where's the men directing ... Where's the policeman directing the traffic?

No,

that's a sign.

Where's the man the the policeman?

Yeah,

he's put that's one of the policemen.

Where's the one that's directing the traffic?

Traffic is the cars.

Traffic is the cars trying to get along the road.

Oh there's one over there,

and there's one up there.

See?
This is one of the first ambulances. It was used two hundred years ago by the French army. Two wounded soldiers could be carried in the ambulance. Long ago rowing boats were used to rescue shipwrecked sailors.

What do you think about an ambulance like that? That wouldn't be very fast, would it?

Look at the people at the top of the building. Is that one there fast? What's that? A big fire engine. A big fire engine. Yep pretty fast. Look at the people at the top of the building.

That's them. They are trapped. The long ladder ... the long ladders are used to bring them down. This ladder truck is used in America.

Where are they? That's the um the ladder off the firetruck. There's the fire.

The long ladders are used to bring them down. This ladder truck is used in America. When it is driven, the back wheels also have to be steered.

So long that they have to have someone special driving at the back, to make those wheels turn around. That's a bit like your fire engine, isn't it? The back wheels don't go very well, do they? They need someone to be at the back to steer them.

At the airport firetrucks are always ready. They have very powerful engines. They can race along the runway to help an aircraft that has crashed.

They're a different um colour to the ... to the fire engines that we have, aren't they?

These ones. What colour are they?

Yellow. Mmm. We don't have yellow ones, do we?

Can you see the crashed plane?

Why is it a crashed plane?

Because it um must have exploded
Mo77 or hit something up in the air
Mo78 and exploded
Mo79 and and crashed down to the ground.
Mo80 Can you see?
Mo81 Where is it?
Mo82 Mm.
Mo83 So the firemen they’re rushing out
Mo84 to get rid of that fire
Mo85 so they hope they might be able to save some people
that are still on the plane.
Mo86 That’d be awful, wouldn’t it?

(T32) The firetruck carries enough water to fill a
small swimming pool.

Cd: C087 Do they go very fast in the fire engine?
Nh: M088 Do they?
Cd: C089 Yeah.
Mo90 Yeah pretty fast.
Mo91 They have to go fast
Mo92 to get there as soon as they can.

The firetruck carries enough water to fill a small
swimming pool.

Mo93 A small swimming pool would be about as much water
as Grandma’s pool.
Mo94 Now that’s a lot of water, isn’t it?
(T33) The water is mixed with a chemical (T34) to
make foam. (T35) It is sprayed on the aircraft
(T36) to put out fire. (T37) The foam also stops a
fire starting.

Mo95 There they are,
Mo96 spraying all the foam on the plane.
Mo97 Trying to put that fire out.

(T38) In Australia many farms are hundreds of miles
from the nearest doctor. (T39) And the farmer
talks to a doctor by radio (T40) when a person has
an accident (T41) or becomes ill,>>. (T42) And the
doctor tells him how to care for the patient.
Mo98 That’s different to us, isn’t it?
Mo99 When we ha we go and see our doctor.
M100 And this man rings him up,
M101 and he tells him what to do.

(T43) If someone is very, very ill, (T44) the flying
doctor will visit him by plane. (T45) Look at the
patient on the stretcher. (T46) The flying doctor
is taking him to hospital.
M102 There he goes.
M103 He’s come out
M104 to see him,
M105 'cause he was very, very sick
M106 and they’re taking him away on a special bed called
a stretcher,
M107 and they’re carefully putting that into the plane
M108 and they’re going to take the boy back to the
hospital.
M109 He must have been very sick, mustn’t he?
(T47) S.O.S. (T48) Someone needs help. (T49) The
yacht is sinking. (T50) The crew race to the
lifeboat. (T51) The boat is launched with min ...
within minutes. (T52) The people will soon be
rescued. (T53) The ship is sinking. (T54) People are lowered into the sea by small boats.

M110 There they are, << >> in the small boats, with the people on them off the ship
M111 <<look,>>.

(T55) Another ship is coming to to their rescue. (T56) The captain is always the last person to leave the sinking ship.

Cd: C112 Wh ... wh ... what's that?
Mh: M113 That's the sinking ship.
M114 See?
M115 It's going down on an angle.
M116 It's going to sink.
M117 Going to go under the water.
M118 So all the people have to get off.
M119 They're all being lowered down into small little boats and they're rowing away.
M120 And here comes the other boat
M121 to rescue them.
M122 Look.

Cd: C124 Know that.
Mh: (T57) A diver is trapped under the sea.
M125 And there he is,
M126 Look.
Cd: C127 Why?
Mh: M128 Oh he got stuck down there somehow.

(T58) The tiny submarine will rescue him. (T59) Only two or three people can get into it.
M129 Only two or three people can fit into that submarine.
M130 So that's very small.
M131 You've never seen a submarine, have you?
M132 No.
M133 We must take you and show you a submarine one day.
(T60) What rescue machines might we see in the future? (T61) Space shuttles are used (T62) to repair satellites. (T63) Perhaps one day a space shuttle will be used (T64) to rescue astronauts. (T65) Will we see r ... see robot firefighters? (T66) They may be able to go very close to the fires. (T67) Look at this machine. (T68) Perhaps it could rescue trapped miners. (T69) All these rescue machines are in this book. (T70) Can you name them?
M135 Well we can't see all of them,
M136 but what's that one?
Cd: C137 Helicopter.
Mh: M138 Mm.
Cd: C139 Ambulance.
Mh: M140 Good boy.
Cd: C141 Rescue.
Mh: M142 Rescue boat.
Cd: C143 Rescue boat.
C144 Fire engine.
C145 Little fire engine.
Mh: M146 Good boy.
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Mh: Are you ready?
Cd: Hello Kangaroo.
Mh: Are you looking at the book?
Cd: Yes.
Mh: I'll hold it for you.
Cd: because you're worried about it.
Mh: One day Dorothy's Aunty took her to the zoo.
Cd: They saw a kangaroo with a joey in its pouch.
Mh: "Don't touch that kangaroo, Dorothy!"
Cd: Dorothy, yes.
Mh: "Its fur is very dirty and your clothes will be a mess."
Cd: So Dorothy just said, "Hello kangaroo."
Mh: Poor Dorothy.
Cd: And there she is.
Mh: Who's Dorothy?
Cd: That's Dorothy.
Mh: Why did she don't touch those kangaroo?
Cd: Because her Aunty said not to.
Mh: That's not very nice, is it?
Cd: No.
Mh: I don't think they're that dirty, do you? No.
Mh: Can always wash your hands can't you?
Cd: Of course.
Mh: "And watch where you walk or your shoes will be a mess."
Cd: So Dorothy just said, "Hello ducks."
Mh: She's not in this picture. So Dorothy just said, "Hello ducks."
Cd: Oh did she?
Mh: *There she is.
Cd: talking to the ducks.
Mh: She's picked one up.
Mh: She's not supposed to, is she?
Cd: She might get in trouble, do you think?
Mh: Off her Aunty.
Cd: They saw a striped zebra. Dorothy!
Mh: "Don't touch that zebra, Dorothy!"
Cd: Dorothy.
Mh: Or zebra.
Cd: "He'll be covered in fleas.
Mh: And your skin will be a mess."
Cd: So Dorothy just said, "Hello zebra."
M029 Dear oh dear she's getting in trouble, isn't she?
M030 There she is,
M031 riding them,
M032 look.
M033 That's all in her ima ... imagination, I think.
M034 She's thinking about what she'd like to be doing there.
M035 Do you know what your imagination is?

Cd: C036 No.

Mh: M037 What you think you'd like to do.
M038 Things that you think you'd like to do up here.
M039 With your mind.
M040 There she is,
M041 pretending she'd like to ... be flying in the sky with them.

Cd: C042 Is she flying?
Mh: M043 Oh she can't really.
M044 Can you?
M045 She that's what she's pretending she'd like to do.
M046 She's imagining that, isn't she?
M047 There she is.
M048 Look.
M049 She's pretending to climb up into the tree
M050 and play with the chimpanzees up in the trees.
M051 Do you think he looks sly?

Cd: C052 No.
Mh: M053 No.
M054 He doesn't look sneaky, does he?
M055 And ... and chimpanzees do make mess << >> don't they?
M056 <<when they eat,>>
M057 They just leave their skins on the ground.
M058 Oh what a shame.

Cd: C059 What?
Mh: M060 We've got a page missing.
M061 Eliza must have pulled it out.
M062 Oh well she was lucky in the end.
M063 What a shame.
(MOTHER OBTAINS ANOTHER BOOK)

Right

Unreal Banana Peel.

Couple more poems from this, eh.

(T3) Did you

This is very hard to say say, Simon.

(T38) Did ye ever, ever, ever in your leaf, lif, loaf see the devil divil, divil kiss his wef, wif, woof?

(T39) No I niver, niver, never in my leaf, lif, loaf saw the devil, divil, devil kiss his wef, wif, woof.

Think I'll try and say it faster?

(T40) Did you ever, ever, ever in your leaf lif, loaf see the devil, divil, devil kiss his wef, wif, woof. (T41) No I niver, niver, never in my leaf, lif, loaf saw the devil, divil, devil kiss his wef, wif, woof.

That's funny, isn't it?

(T42) Who wants breakfast, (T43) who wants tea,

(T44) who wants everything just like me?

(T45) Honey for breakfast, (T46) honey for tea, (T47) honey for you, (T48) honey for me. (T49) I love to go to parties (T50) and spoil all the fun (T51) by sitting on the custard tarts (T52) and throwing buttered buns.

Oh dear do you think that's nice?

No. No. No. No.

We wouldn't do that at a party, would we?

No. No. No.

We'll read this last one,

OK?

Mm.

(T53) Green gravel, green gravel, (T54) the grass is so green, (T55) fairest lady that ever was seen, (T56) we'll wash her in milk (T57) and dry her in silk (T58) and write her name down with our gold pen and ink.

Well that's funny, isn't it?

These are a bit hard for you, I think Simon.

Well we'll read this one here.

(T59) Mary had a little lamb, (T60) its feet were black as soot, (T61) and into Mary's bread and jam its sooty foot it put.

Read it again?

(T62) Mary had a little lamb, (T63) its feet were black as soot (T64) and into Mary's bread and jam its sooty foot it put.

How does the real nursery rhyme go?

(T65) Mary *had a little lamb,*

*(T66) it's fleece was white ... as snow*

**(T66) it's fleece was white as snow**

(T67) and *everywhere that Mary went*

*everywhere that Mary went*
Mary had a little lamb, the doctor was surprised, when old McDonald had a farm he couldn’t believe his eyes. Mary had a little cow, she kept it in her room and every time she let it out she had to get a broom. OK we’ll leave it there.